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ABSTRACT
Equine Infect ?oi:s Ar.ciniu (El/i) virus v.vu; i bo I a ted 
from infected serum and tissue cult, jre fluid from bone 
marrcc eelIs (BMC) by sucrose end CoCl equilibrium density- 
qrndier.v. centi'ii'uqauions. The virianu were further purified 
and characterised. The purified virus fraction had a do us it 
of 1.346 q/e-Ti^, measured 70 -320 nm in d;! --meter v. i th 45-uh nm 
nucleoid, and when inoculated into a normal horse produced 
an acute infection of EIA. The nucleic acid extracted from 
t.} : pu r.if :.c-d virus pro pa rati c n v;n s a linear, double str an do d 
l.'hA mo ] c e"-1 o .
BMC allowed viral picpv. jufiv.** -uid election micro.
(ISM) oh so r\ation ol  thin sections of infected col Is reveal ed 
two morphological!y distinct virus typos. Type I virus huu 
a 80-120 r.ii diameter with a well defined outer membrane. T y
II virus measured 70 nm in diameter with an electron dense
nucleoid -If-5 0 nm in diameter with an electron translucent 
core and electron dense cuter coat. Both virus type’s were- 
found in in foe ted cells arid infected serum. Similar particl 
were not detected in uninfected cells or normal horse serum.
Detection of the virus in BMC was most successful
with ITA techniques. Fluorescence in the infected cells was 
primarily cytoplasmic. Occasionally early infected cells
were observed with fluorescence at the nuclear membrane and 
at the cel l ’s surface in late infection. The percentage of 
cells which were harboring virus was low as also indicated 
by EM st.udi es.
Antibodies to ETA wore demon atrated by immunodiffu­
sion. Intact virions and ether treated virions were reactive 
antigens in the immunodiffusion tests.
The following characteristics v;ere observed for viral 
propagation by EM observation: marginntion of chronatin,
cytoplasmic vesicles containing two viral typos, budding of 
virus from cytoplasmic vesicle and cell surface, envelope 
and DN7i content of virus, and low percentage of infected 
c e l l s .
xi
INTRODUCTION
This investigation was conducted to compare the 
virions found in scrum and bone marrow cell s from horses 
infected with I!TA with vilions previously reported to be 
involved in EIA. Charac t eri.zn 1:i on .subsequent to isolation 
and purification of the v.ilions was made by electron micros­
copy, nucleic acid and density dctc.rminations, and tissue 
culture studies on the replication oi the viral isolates.
To date two viral isolates have been incriminated 
as the* causative agent of EIA. The type I particle measured 
80-120 nm in diameter with a 4 5 nm electron dense core. Thi 
purticn: was ia per'red to have a density or 1 . 1 1 o g/unc 
(Nakajima et a l , , 1969a) and contain RNA (Nakajima et al.,
1970). Henson et a l . (1969) reported this type I particle
could be observed in normal and infected horse leukocyte eul 
tures but only the type II particles could be found in cells 
infected with EIA. The type II particle* measured 7 0 nm in 
diameter and contains an electron translucent core. Subse­
quent characterizet.ion of the type II particles were not 
reported when this investigation began. It was proposed to 
demonstrate these two virus types in bone narrow cells and 
to carry out further characterization of the isolated virion
Immunological techniques provided a means for detec­
tion of the EIA virus in infectious serum and tissue culture
cc3Ij. loonoobiif \;n i on tcstc using purified virus was uccd 
as the i ; ; i  gan la testing the EIA antibody level of various
antisci live ’‘o veerr antibody techniques end EM studies
provitied a r e 1 f : <ji ej;t mo tbod for dotc-of.ing the presence of
virus 5 in A: of ad - i c/. u a culture ceils. Ultimate .idcntific
t i o n t' 1 I ! ■ e i n f c- o 1J v i. i. / of the i so 1. ■. to a s an El A a g e r t v; a s 
made by r'uh-inoo ■; 1. ! ion i n to a normal horse with the subse­
quent product .ion oi an acute infection.
SELECTED LITE KATURE
A. Equine- Infnctious Anemia, Goner.;! Pathooonesis
Eonino infectious anemia (EIA), or swamp fever is an 
a c u v c or chronic infectious di so a so of h o r if e s . It i. r c b a r - 
a c t. c r i •' o cl p r j i ic i pull y by intermittent f e v c r . m a rk vd dcprcr- 
sion, ii'tc”ii3 of the mucous membranes and anemia.
The course cf the disease is generally progressive 
and is chemet o r i z e d  by prolonged periods of clinical remis­
sion despite a persistent virmnia. This is unlike the re­
sponse to most mammalian viral infections; however, .it re­
sembles mo re closely the etiolog.ic agents considered in the- 
sloe cr latent virus category; i.e. oerupic, lymphscy t ie 
choriomeningitis (LCD), Aleutian disease (AD), and M n r e k 1s 
disease (ED) (Abinanti, 1967; Henson et al,, 1969). The 
response may represent either a type of immunologic tolerance 
to viral antigen, a prolonged immune response to virus-altered 
component a , or a virus-induced mutation or transduction of 
immunological!y competent: cells (Squire, 1968).
Informal ion concerning the pathogenesis of the 
lesions in EIA has accumulated slowly since the early descrip­
tions of tissue alterations (Henson et al., 1969). The macro­
scopic lesions in infected horses vary depending upon the 
stage of the disease, but generally include anemia, accentuated
4hepatic lobular architecture, enlarged splenic, hepatic, an- 
renal lymph nodes and widespread hemorrhages (Drcguss and 
Lombard, 195 4; Ishii, 1963; Henson et a l ., 1969; Ishitani, 
I960). Microscopically, the pathology is characterised by 
generalised 1 ymphoproliterative changes w i t h  per d vascul nr 
and hepatic lymphoid infiltrations, lymphoid, h y p e r p l a s i a  in 
the lymph ncdes and spleen, hepatic cell necrosis, giomcru- 
litis and hemosiderosis (Drcguss and Lombard, 1954; Henson 
et al., 1969; Ishii, 1963; Squire, 1968). During active 
disease norionuc] ear infiltration and necrosis in the liver 
are usually quite prominent.
Relatively little is known about the mechanisms 
responsible for these lesions. That there is little direct 
cytolyvie effect, except in hepatic tissues, suggests tb^ 
virus has a relatively small influence and indicates at least, 
two mechanisms that may act together causing lesions in EI7v, 
EIA-infected horses are almost continually viremic (Stein 
et al., 1955) with the amount of virus increasing during the 
febrile periods (Kono, 1969). It has also been shown that 
infected horses produce antibodies directed against the virus 
(Henson, Gorham, Kobnyashi, and McGuire, 1969; Kobayashi 
et al., 1969; Kono and Kobayashi, 196 6). One possible mecha­
nism for the phlogistic reaction would be the consequence of 
a virus-antivirus antibody complex localizing in the tissues 
and fixing complement. The result would be induced tissue 
damage and cellular infiltration such as is evidenced in 
glomeruli tis that occurs J n AD of mink (Henson, Gorham,
U'-
i
5Padgett, and Davis, 196 9) and mice infer trod with LCM virus 
(Tanaka and Saknki, 19G2) .
The second possible mechanism involves the direct 
cytolytic effect of lymphocytes when they come in contact 
with an antigen to which they are sensitized. S p e d  et a'!.
(1969) have shown thot when sensitized lymphocytes contact 
cells containinq the antigen, the latter colls ( t a r g e t  cells; 
are killed. If EIA virus were present in the tissues an 
influx of sensitized lymphocytes would be stimulated. The 
virus either within the target cells or only in d o s e  associa­
tion with them would result in lymphoid col] infiltration 
and cell death (Granger and Kolb, 1968; Ruddle and Worksmart, 
1968) .
Ii. Immunol ogi cal Char actor i sties o f EIA
Many attempts have been made to diagnose and detect 
EIA. Efforts v.’it.h immune adherence (Sauri.no et al. , 196G) , 
indirect passive hemagglutination (Saurino et al., 1966), 
hemagglutination (Dreguss and Lombard, 1955), precipitation 
(Moore et al., 1966; Russell et al., 1966), complement fixa­
tion (CF) (Kono et a l . , 1966) and gel diffusion (Henson 
et al., 1969) were not satisfactory or reproducible.
Kono and Kobayashi (1966) utilized antigen produced 
in EIA-infected horse leukocyte culture (HLC) in a CF test.
The production of antigen in vitro was shown to be propor­
tional to the level of infectivity of the inoculum (Kono, 
1968). This antigen was shown tc be intimately related to
6the virus particle although it. could be separated from the 
complete virus by ether treatment, Henson ot al. (1069) have 
shown that the CF antigen may be separated from the infectious 
particle by ion exchange chromatography. This test has lim­
ited application since CF antibody does not remain elevated 
throughout the course of the d i s e a s e  (Henson et al., 1969). 
/mtibody becomes detectable 17-21 days after inoculation and 
persists 6 2-7 0 days postinfeetion. The CF antibody then 
declines and becomes undetectable and is not recalled during 
subsequent exacerbations of clinical disease (Henson ot ai. 
1969; K o n o , 1968).
Tests have also demonstrated a lack of cross reactiv­
ity between the CF antigen in EIA with anti bodies p r o d u c e d  
aga i n r:+- nqu i!-.(» rh i nopneunop i t i s vi r*1 s , cy to pa tlh.c poni n° 
orphan virus, equine arteritis virus, and other equine herpes, 
viruses (EHV) (Kobayashi and Kono, 1967b; Kono and Kobayashi, 
1966). This is very' important since a large proportion of 
the equine population is infected with EHV (Kobayashi and 
Kono, 1967b).
A precipitin test which detected circulating antigen 
in the scrum of horses infected with EIA was developed by 
Moore et al. (1966) and Russell et al. (1966). Close corre­
lation was observed between positive precipitin tests and 
clinically apparent EIA infections; however, it has been 
reported that this test results in both false positive and 
false negative reactions (Altara et al., 1953).
7Saurino ot at. (19G6) identified so run from E1A- 
in foe tod horses on the basic of results obtained with in­
direct passive hemagglutination and immune adherence tests.
The efficiency and reliability of those tests were low, 
however.
El-Zoin et al., (1 968) reported that when an equine
dermal cell 1.ine was infected with scrum from an El7*-infected 
horse, plaque reduction was obtained in a vesicular s oma i i t i s 
virus challenge infection. Whether ox- not this test is spceJ f- 
ic remains to be shown.
Henson et n l . (19G9), Henson, Gorham, Kobayashi, and
McGuire (1960), Kobayashi et al . (1969), Kono et al. (1969)
and 'fokui ot al., (1968), demonstrated neutralizing activity 
in the s^'mo1 of so no EIA — infooted '‘■orr^s. Ho roe i rooul at i ce 
studies (Henson, Gorham, Kobayashi, and McGuire, 196 9a; 
Kobayashi. et a l . , 1969, Kono, 1969; Stein and Gxteu, 1950;
Stein et al., 1955; Tokui et a l . , 19GB; McGuire ct a l ., 1969) 
suggested that CF antibodies occurred earlier and persisted 
for a shorter time period than did neutralizing antibodies. 
Neutralizing antibodies became detectable about 30 days after 
inoculation and persisted longer than 54 9 days; however, all 
horses did not respond. The role of this antibody in the 
disease and as an indicator system remains to be evaluated.
Once a tissue culture system of either bone marrow 
or horse leukocytes was established in which EIA virus was 
propagated techniques were available for EIA virus detection. 
One such technique was immunofluorescence (IF). Ushimi et al.
s(1970) reported EIA viral specific antigen could be demon­
strated in HtiC by the indirect IF technique. Leukocytes 
were taken from suspension culture and inoculated with 
Wyoming strain of EIA virus at the fiftieth, passage. Fluo­
rescence of the infected cells was confined almost entirely 
to the cytoplasm. Occasional bright fluorescence of the cell 
surface was consistent with virus budding at the cel] membrane 
as observed in electron microscope (EM) studies. The use of 
IF' does not appear practical as a rapid diagnostic tool 
because cultures of horse leukocytes or bone marrow must be 
grown and a relatively long time i.s necessary for subsequent 
testing (Ushimi ct al., 1970).
Fluorescent antibody studies could detect fluorescence 
along the membranes of the nucleus within the first 5 hro and 
subsequently in the cytoplasm and along the cell membrane 
(Coggins and Norcross, 19 70). This was also confirmed by 
Crawford (personal communication) who reported 15-90t cel.Is 
to be infected.
Success has been obtained using immunodiffusion for 
the detection of EIA-positive serum. Coggins and Norcross
(1970) recently reported that an antigen appears in the 
spleen of acutely-infected ponies which is detectable by the 
agar gel-immunodiffusion test. Antibody against this antigen, 
which seems to bo specific for EIA appeared as early as 18 
days after inoculation and remained in the serum of a few 
ponies for more than 3 yrs after infection. Normal animals 
tested had no detectable antigen or c.nt.il>otiy specific for
9EIA. Results of .immunodiffusion tests by others art: c o n s i s ­
tently accurate for detection of El'A-posi tive scrum (Norcross; 
Roth; Henson; personal communication). Attempts to concen- 
trato and purify the antigen from the spleen have been suc­
cessful as shov.'ii by an increase in the sharpness of the pre - 
cipit.alre arcs obtained (Norcross; Roth; personal communica­
tion). This test is the most promising for detection of EIA 
to date. Characterization of the EIA antigem obtained from 
the spleen revealed it to fix complement, have a molecular 
weight of 27,5 00 dal tons, an S value of 2.] and be protein 
in nature with a density of 1.18 to 1.19 g/crrr3 by CsCl equi­
librium density gradient centrifugation (Norcross, personal 
communication).
Ui-iiia j imu et al. (1971) recently reported studio­
us:, ng immunodiffusion tests with a purified EIA virus as 
antigen. The antigenicity of purified virus was examined by 
immunodiffusion against sera from horses experimentally in­
fected with EIA virus. Using antigenically different strains 
of EIA virus, group-specific components of the virus rather 
than strain-specific ones were considered involved in this 
reaction. This serological reactivity was lost when anti­
serum from an infected horse was added to the antigen 
(Nakajima et a l . , 1971). The precipitation appeared opti­
mally in 0.8% agar gel, 0.85% NaCl and incubation at 32 C 
for 4 days.
Antigens were prepared as purified virions from CsCl 
density gradients (Abinant.i et al, , 1967), and by freezing,
10
thawing r and shaking of the virus more than 10 tj mos (Altar a 
et al., 1953). Treating with ether resulted in lens of 
activity (Ralozet, 1939) . All throe antigenic preparations 
gave precipitates with positive anti sera. Virus in a range 
of 1.12 to 1.18 g/cm^ buoyant density in CsCl gradients was 
collected having a S value of 110 and 120 at 2 0 C (Nakujima 
et al., 1971) .
The following evidence probably indicates the immuno­
diffusion reaction is specific for EIA: 1) The antigen used
was highly purified, concentrated EIA virus, 2) The antigen 
did not react with proinoculation sera but reacted with sera 
obtained at some time after the first febrile reaction of 
EIA. 3) The sorelogical reactivity was lost when the anti- 
sorum a.c added to the antigen. ) The antigen did not r e a d  
with sera from horses infected with other viral diseases such 
as equine rhincpneumonitis virus and cytopathogcnic equine 
orphan virus. 5) The serum of infected horses did not react 
with suspensions of horse leukocytes, suspensions of cultured 
horse leukocytes, bovine serum used for the medium, and crude 
virus material used for preparation of the antigen (tlakajima 
et a l ., 1971) .
Coat protein or some virion constituent, however, is 
considered to be involved in the reaction rather than intact 
virions. The reasons for this are that the virion seemed to 
be easi ly di srupted as observed in the EM and the antigen 
treated with ether or by freezing and thawing did not produce 
a remarkable change in its reactivity. Furthermore, the
11
precipitin line was formed as early as 2 4 his in most cases. 
Thus, small components of the virus are thought to be in­
volved. Since the antigen also reacted with serum from horses 
infected with different EIA virus strains, the antigen in­
volved is probably an internal component of the virion rather 
than a surface entity (Kakajima et al., 1971). To date this 
immunodiffusion test appears the most reliable tested, though 
its value for detection of the chronically-infected animal 
is questionable (Nakajima et a l ., 1971).
C. Virology
1. Viral Propagation
Dreguss and Lombard (195 5) attempted to cjrow EI7v 
virus in cell cultures as well as in several laboratory 
animals without success. Kono and Kobayashi (19G8) reported 
extensive viral propagation studies using primary horse bone 
marrov: (HEM) and IILC as well as cultures prepared from 16 
other equine tissues (Kobayashi and Kono, 19G7b). EIA virus 
propagation was only successful in the HLC and to a limited 
extent in the HBM (Henson et al., 1969; Kobayashi and Kcno, 
1967b). Kono and Kobayashi (1967) and Kobayashi et al.
(1969) showed that EIA virus in HLC could be serially passed 
with retention of infectivity.
The HLC used are primary cell cultures in which the 
cells persist but do not continue in the cell cycle through 
mitosis. These cell cultures consist of three different cell 
populations: (1) The granulocytic series of cells which lyse
12
within the first 2 days in culture; (2) Large mononuclear 
cells, and some lymphocytes v.iii eh attach to glam; and exhibit 
cytopathie effect (CPF.) after EIA viral infection (Moore 
et al. , 1966; (3) Small and m c d u m - s i z e d  lymphocytes that
are suspended .in the culture medium and do not attach to 
glass. Henson ct a] . (1.969) reported that the percentage of
cells that, adhere after incubation for 2 4 hrs represented 
only 10" of the starting total leukocyte population,
Cytopatho genicity of attached leukocytes has been used 
as a criterion of infectivity by several workers (Henson et al. , 
19(19; Kobayashi and Kono, 1967a, b; Katsudo and Takaora, 1963 ; 
Tokui et al., 1968). The CPE reported consisted of detachment 
of the leukocytes from the glass surface, and a change from 
monolayer to suspension culture of the cells. However, CfL 
as described has not been obtained by other workers who have 
attempted to establish HLC (Henson, Gorham, Kobayashi, and 
McGuire, 19G9). Nonspecific CPE was described by Kono, 
Kobayashi, and Fukanaga (1970) in some HLC. A more reliable 
index of infectivity of cells in cultures has been the demon­
stration of CF antigen (Henson et al., 1969; Kono and 
Kobayashi, 1967).
The HLC technique used in many laboratories originaLed 
with the work of Kobayashi and Kono (19C7a). Hepar.inized 
blood was allowed to stand until the erythrocytes sedimentcd 
and the leukocytes were washed and placed in culture contain­
ers. The medium is usually Medium 199 (M199) plus 2 0-2 5% 
bovine or ovine serum. It has been difficult to maintain
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the leukocytes without high serum JeveIs (Henson et a l . , 1969; 
Kobayashi and Kono, 1967a), Moore et al, (1966) however, 
found that the agent could be propagated in leukocytes main- 
tained in Ml99 plus 0.5% lactalbumin hydrolysate.
It is difficult to establish and maintain HLC in prime 
condition and the influencing factors are .ill-defined, Leuko­
cytes from a good donor horse may be maintained for up to 2 0 
days but such a short longevity severely limits its applica­
tion to EIA (Nakamura et al., 1968).
Saurino et al., (1966) reported propagation of EIA 
virus in HeLa cells and KI3 cells, but these results could 
not be substantiatcd by Henson et al., (1969). Moore (personal
communication) have established a cell line from peripheral 
equine leukocytes which appears promising for EI7, propagation. 
Though ElA virus can be propagated in HLC cultures, there is 
considerable variation and inherent limitations in its use. 
Thus, a need is still present for a permanent cell line which 
can be used for EIA viral propagation.
Despite limitations in the HLC system, it hcis per­
mitted the study of EIA. jm vitro. Kobayashi and Kono (1967a, 
b) reported that the EIA virus could be quantitated and 
titrated in HLC using CPE as an indicator. These workers 
also showed a parallel with CPE in HLC and CF antibody titer 
(Kono and Kobayashi, 1967a). The medium from the infected 
HLC was also used to purify the EIA virus (Nakajima and Obara, 
1964; Nakajima et a)., 1968).
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Kono, Yoshino, and Fukanngn (19 701;) reported a one- 
step* rjroY.'th carve of EIA virus in leukocyte cultures and the 
of foot of 5-iodo-deoxyuridine (IUDT.) on viral repl ica t i o n .
EM was used to observe the tissue cultures. These studies 
showed a "slow virus" character grev'th curve. The data indi­
cated th^t DMA synthesis necessary for virus growth was com­
pleted 12 hrs after infection and that formation of mature 
EIA virus occurred 12-24 hrs after completion of DNA synthe­
sis.
Ley, Burger, McGuire, and Denson (19 70) examined 
leukocyte cultures infected with EIA for production of inter­
feron production although it could be shown that the equine 
cells arc capable of interferon synthesis. Some other pro- 
tG.u,nj'. vi;,j a m i  bite rj substance in ptouuccd wi i. y 11 xs not 
affected by actinomycin D (Ley, Burger, and Henson, 1970).
Kono, Kobayashi, and Fukanaga (1970) recently investi­
gated the attenuation of ETA virus by iri vitro passage and 
subsequent immunization of horses. The horses inoculated 
with a cloned attenuated EIA virus acquired an increase in 
neutralizing antibody, a slight CF antibody response and no 
clinical signs of EIA. Such immunized animals resisted 
challenge with a virulent strain of EI7i. Similar results 
were obtained in recent experiments conducted by Moore et al, 
(personal communication) using an adjuvant and attenuated EIA 
vi rus.
Since the histological changes in chronic cases of 
EIA arc primarily those of the bone marrow’, the cultivation
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of Hi>M colls would be of value in the study of EIA (Yamamoto 
and Konno, 1967). Bone marrow was the only other tissue EIA 
virus could be shown to per si st. in other than the HLC ns 
described by Kono and Yohomizo (1969).
2. Electron Microscopic Characterization of EIA Viral 
Propaguti on
EIA virus was observed in thin sections of infected 
1ILC by EM (Tajima et al., 1969; T to et a l . , 1969), The par­
ticles described were not observed in uninfected cultured 
cells. Appearance of these particles could be prevented by 
addition of EIA immune serum to the inoculum.
In infected cultures, virions were observed in mem­
brane-bound cytoplasmic vesicle^ and in extracellular spaces, 
bo free virjons were seen in the cyv.opJ asm or nucleoplasm 
although some particles were closely associated with the 
external cell surface’. The particles were circular to ellip­
soidal with a diameter from 8 0 tc 12 0 nm. They were composed 
of a dense central nucleoid, viroplasm, and outer coat. 
Circular nucleoids ranged from 40-60 nm in diameter, and 
elongated bar-shaped nucleoids had a diameter of 35 by 90 nm. 
Some particles devoid of a nucleoid were also seen. The 
viroplasm was a moderately electron-dense zone separating 
the nucleoid and outer coat. In most of the particles, the 
nucleoid was separated from viroplasm by a narrow electron- 
transparent zone. Particles were seen in the process of 
budding mostly from the cell surface and occasionally from 
the cytoplasmic vesicles (Tajima et al., 1969).
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Henson et al. (19C9) recently examined EIA-infected
and m i n d e n t e d  HLC for flic presence of viral particles. It 
was easy to demonstrate agents with ultrastructural character­
istics of the herpes group of viruses, in both the cytoplasm 
and nucleus of some ETA-inoculafed and control cultures.
Those herpes viruses do not, however, appear related to EIA.
An agent wan observed in macrophage.:: in HLC cultures inocu­
lated v;ith EJ/\ virus and not in control cultures. This agent 
buds frmii the cell surface, has a relatively translucent core, 
contains a laminated outer membrane and is approximately 70 nm 
in diameter. The particle has been consistently observed in 
infected HLC but the results of horse infcctivity have not 
yet been reported (Henson, personal communication).
Hog at j. v ~ ly s tui uc d prcpai\.t J o:,s were made from 
partially-purified EIA virus obtained from infected HLC 
(Nakajima, Tajima, Tanaka, and Ushlmi, 1969). The particles 
were somewhat pleomorphic, although most of them were sphera.- 
cal and ranged from 9 0-140 nm in diameter. A well-defined 
outer envelope was observed in spontaneously disrupted parti­
cles, but no organized internal component could be resolved 
(Nakajima, Tajima, Tanaka, and Ushimi, 19G9).
3. Isolation and Purification of EIA Virus
Nakajima et al. (1367) developed a method for virus 
purification from infected EIA serum. A combined method of 
ultrncentrifugation, DEAL cellulose column chromatography, 
and sucrose density-gradient centrifugation was used to 
obtain EIA virus from scrum of acutely-infectcd horses.
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recovery of the vires and pro Lein convent wore monitored at 
each stop in the purification schema. In the final virus 
preparation, the ratio of infective titor to protein concen­
tration was increased 1,000 fold.
Many attempts have been made to purify EIA virus 
(Naka j iira ct n 1. , 19 6 7; 19G 9a , b ; Nak a j imn , Ta j ima, Tanaka , 
and Ushini, 1969) employiny ultracentrifuyation (Nakajima 
et al., 1967; 1968), DEAF cellulose column chromatography 
(Nakajima et al., 1967; 1969a), and C sCl equilibrium density- 
gradient centrifugation (Nakajima, Tajima, Tanaka, and Ur.himi, 
1969) of infected culture fluid. The most successful attempt, 
was that reported by Nakajima, Tajima, Tanaka, and Ushim.i
(1969) using a combination of ultracentrifugation, DEAE cellu­
lose coluiUi eli/ulna toy raph v and CsCi oqui J ibri um density— 
gradient contri fugation.
4. Virus Characterization
Physiochonica.l characteri stves reported to date have 
been based on EIA virus purified from serum. Vallee' and 
Carre' (Dreguss and Lombard, 1954) in 1904 demonstrated that 
the EIA agent could be filtered and subsequent work estimated 
the size of the agent to be between 18-50 nm. Furthermore, 
it was shown to be ether sensitive (Nakajima and Ohara, 1964).
The virus was inactivated by heating at 5 8-6 0 C for 
1 hr, and by p h e n o l ,  formalin, ether, and other chemicals 
(Droguss and Lombard, 1954; Ktein and Gates, 1955; 1952).
The aqent survived lyophilization and freezing for long 
periods of time (Droguss and Lombard, 1954). Partially-purified
It:
virus in CsCl equilibrium density-gradient. centrif uyation
'i
was located between density 1.13 to 1 10 y/cm (Nakajima, 
Tajima, Tanaka, and Ushimi, 1969). This preparation had a 
CF titer of 1:SQ and an infeetivity of 10E *2 '' TCID^q/0.5 ml 
Nucleic: acid determinations revealed RNA in fractions puri­
fied fro:/, in rooted IILC by Nakajima, Tajima, Tanaka, and 
Ushimi (1965). Moore (personal rormunication) reported 
results o f  virus characterization by ultrafiltration 
in which the virus passed a 50 nm filter but was excluded by 
the 25 nm filter. It was ether and chloroform resistent. 
Studies on the one-step growth curve of EI/v in the presence 
of 3 0 to 3 0 rrtegm IUDR were conducted by Kono, Yoshimo, and 
Fukanaga (19 70).
\  j.ras titers rncreasec. rnp.j-Ctly j. i_g 3G hj's ef (..ur 
infection and gradually until 72 hrs. CFE was detected at 
4 8 hrs postinfection and was complete at 9G hrs after i n o c u ­
lation. Tire effect of IUDR on the growth of EIA was an ini­
tial decrease in growth followed by a slow recovery and was 
ineffective after 12 hrs p^ostinoculation. The inhibition 
observed in presence of IUDR was completely reversed by addi­
tion of thymidine. Checking blind passage by fuelgen and 
acridine orange staining gave evidence of DNA. These data 
indicate that DNA synthesis is necessary for virus growth at 
least for the first 12 hrs and that formation of mature EIA 
virions require DNA synthesis. Kono, Yoshimo, and Fukanaga 
(1970) conclude that this data indicates an indirect involve­
ment in the formation of F.IA. Kono, Yoshimo, and Fukanaga
iy
(1970) further consider EIA virus to bo an RNA virus based 
0 : 1  t he observed maturat i on proce ss ,
5. Associated Viruses
Severn 1 explanations for the continued presence of 
ETA virus in diseased horses have loon proposed. The agent 
may bo unusual in physical and chemical characteristics; the 
agent may be replicating intrace 1 lularJ.y where it is unavai.l- 
able for neutralization by antibody; the agent may be infect­
ing and altering the immunocompetent cells; antibody directed 
against tire agent may be unusual and inefficient:; or a com­
bine t i on of t wo o r mo re of these fa c to r s rna y act in concert. 
The role of these mechanisms in the persistence of EIA virus 
remains to be; clarified, but they are not without precedence 
in viral disease (henson ct al., 19G9).
It has become evident during the past few years that 
a heterogeneous group of diseases called "chronic viral in­
fections" arc relatively common and clinically important to 
humans and animals (Abinanti, 19G7). These conditions are 
characterized by a prolonged host-virus relationship. In­
cluded in thin group of viral diseases are Kuru of man, AD 
of mink, maedi and visna of sheep and scrapie of sheep 
(Abinanti, 1967; EJclund et al., 1967 ; Gibbs and Gr.ajdusek, 
1966; Gudnadotten and Paisson, 1965a, b; Thormar ct al.,
1966). Thera is a variation among these diseases, i.e. 
inoculation of the scrapie agent into mice (Eklund et a l .,
1967) results in slow replication of the agent, principally 
in the lymphoid tissues, with the disease finally resulting
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in death. Virus .1 eve in in serum are low in sheep and mice 
infected with scrapie, Contrarily in AD the a pent. replicates 
rapidly in certain mink genotypes with high serum titers 
which are maintained through the course of the disease. Once 
initiated AD also progresses slov.’ly but death is inevitable. 
In be til scrapie and AD, the host defense mechanisms are un­
successful in eliminating the virus from the host (Abinanti, 
1967; Eklund et a l . , 1967).
Equine infectious anemia may be even more complex 
than these diseases as indicated by the prolonged nature of 
the host-virus interaction, often lasting many ye firs, and by 
the recurrence of clinical disease and lesions. The effec­
tiveness of the host defense mechanisms has been abioqrated 
i r FI A e .1 no , alt ho u n t some f°n meet phi  ^ vis are op pa r cm *■ ' ■ 
responsive to the agent (Henson et a l ., 1969).
a. Equine Herpes Viruses (ElIV)
The EHV belong to a large group of viruses widely 
distributed in nature. These viruses are cubical, enveloped, 
have D N A , range from 12 0-190 nm in diameter and consist of 
approximately 70% protein and 22% lipid (Burrov;s, 1969).
Tissue culture studies indicate that herpes viruses 
may be placed into 2 or more less distinct groups on the 
basis of.their growth characteristies (Melnick et al., 1964). 
One group consists of herpes simplex virus (HSV), infectious 
bovine rhinotracheitis virus (IBRV) and EHV. They reproduce 
to moderately high titers and virus is released into fluid 
pha se of the culture. These viruses produce an obvious and
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rapid cytopathic effect in cultures prepared from a variety 
of animals.
In contrast, the other group would include cytomegalo­
viruses (CMV), herpes zoster and viruses of bovine malignant 
catarrh have a restricted host range. Many will only grow 
in cultures from their natural host and generally grow better 
in fibroblast cell type cultures than in epithelial cell type 
cultures. Resulting viral titers are low in infected tissue 
culture media and often the presence of virus is difficult 
to demonstrate. The areas of cell damage are localized and 
it may take several weeks to recognize any CPE (Melnick et al. , 
1964). During the last few years, "slow growing" herpes 
viruses have been isolated from equine tissue cultures (Husing 
et al., 1969; Kono and Kobayashi, 1964; Plummer and Waterson, 
1963) .
Herpes viruses differ from the majority of other DNA 
viruses (adenoviruses, papova viruses and some pox viruses) 
in that they are inactivated by ether. The outer membrane 
of the virus which is acquired by "budding" through one or 
more host cellular membranes and is thus composed of protein 
and lipid accounts for the ether sensitivity of this virus 
(Burrows, 1969).
One of the intriguing questions which remains to be 
answered for many of the herpes virus infections is whether 
or not virus remains present in the convalescing animal in 
a "persistent" infection or as a "latent" infection. That 
human herpes viruses are retained in the form of latent
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infections is wel]-documontori but proof is lacking for simi­
lar situations in animals. There is some evidence that CMV 
remains Potently in horses, however (Erasmus, 19G9).
b. Equine Cytomegaloviruses
CMV have been isolated from man, mice, guinea pigs, 
ground squirrels, and African Green monkeys, and are classi­
fied as a subgroup of the herpes virus group. CMV differ 
from otiier herpes viruses in the following characteristics:
(1) Host specificity for vira] propagation is restricted;
(2) virus replication occurs at a very slov; rate and intra­
nuclear inclusion bodies art’ formed; (Li) few infective virions 
are released into the culture medium although cells may have 
large numbers present. Basophilic periodic acid schiffs
posi t ’ vo ,! -'r racytop.1 asmi c incl us ion s can some time s be soen 
containing mature virus particles at various stages of degra­
dation and surrounded by dense structures thought to be lyso- 
somes, Many empty virions arc also seen in electron micro­
graphs, which might account for the low degree of infectiv.ity 
which is characteristic of CMV (Erasmus, 1969).
Numerous EHV have been isolated from horses and some 
have characteristics similar to the CMV group. A number of 
agents described as cytopathogenic equine orphan viruses, 
were isolated from kidney and bone marrow of normal horses 
in Japan (Kono and Kobayashi, 1964). These viruses exhibited 
a slow growth rate, were resistant to trypsin, and were also 
serologically distinct from Equine Herpes virus type I (EIJV-1) . 
Erasmus (3969) isolated five strains of virus from kidney
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cultures during routine tissue culture production. These 
isolates contained DNA, showed distinct characteristics of 
CMV and were identified as equine CMV by comparison with 
EHV—1 and EHV-2 (Erasmus, 1969) .
It is difficult to determine where one equine herpes 
"species" ends and another begins and even harder to decide 
if EHV types 2, 3 and 4 should be regarded as CMV. The basic 
question is whether a distinct CMV subgroup of herpes viruses 
exists phylogenetically, particularly since present criteria 
for regarding a virus as a CMV are vague. Some investigators 
feel the criteria must be more rigorously defined before 
additional viruses are placed in this group (Plummer and 
Waterson, 1969).
Erasmus (1969) divided EHV into three groups. Group 
I is represented by the classic EHV (EHV-1, equine rhinopneumo- 
nitis) which exhibit the following characteristics: a wide
host range, short generation time, high virus titer and short 
growth cycle. CPE is described as rapid detachment from the 
glass and cell destruction. The virus is also sensitive to 
trypsin (Erasmus, 1969) .
Group II was represented by HKV-2 and HKV-3 which 
differ markedly from Group I. They are characterized by 
restricted in vitro host range, slow growth rate, low infec­
tive titers and resistance to trypsin. There is marked mar- 
gination of chromatin with many virus particles in infected 
cells but seldom in extracellular spaces. Basophilic intra- 
cytoplasmic inclusion bodies are found occasionally. These
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properties are consistent with those described for CMV of 
other species (Hanshaw, 1969), thus the term "equine cyto- 
megal ovirus" was proposed to include IIKV-2 and HKV-3 (Erasmv s , 
1969).
The remaining EIIV are put into a third intermediate 
group. This subdivision is largely based on growth charac­
teristics which may not be totally reliable for: classification 
purposes. Ultimate classification for the EIIV must, await 
more detailed examination of the molecular and immunologica1 
relationships of the EIA virus and its host cell.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Expvr i i ■ vital Animg 1 s
1. Horses
Shetland pon.i.cs, 2 to 3 years of ago, of both sexes 
as well as young mature standard horses were employed for 
production of virus. An ETA viral strain, designated Vfyomir 
strain, was used to produce all EIA infections. All animals 
wore kept: in an insect free environment.. Normal animals war 
con firmed to be free of EIA by a series of round robins. El 
specimen', of bone marrow and EIA serum were produced by the 
inoculation of serum directly or indirectly front horse num1 
21 (H-21/, a known positive case. This serum was collected 
on November 15, 196 5 and kept at -70 C .
Horse number 17 (II-17) was inoculated with 1 ml of a 
]0“ 4 dilution of H-21 serum on November 16, 196 7. After sur 
viving 6 febrile responses this pony was designated a chroni 
cati-icr. The chronic status was substantiated by subinocuir. 
tion o i  1J-17 serum into a normal pony, horse number 59 (H-5 3
Normal and acutely infected horses were used as 
represented in Table 1.
2. Rabbits
Young adult female white New Zealand rabbits were 
obtained locally and maintained on Purina Rabbit Chow and
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Table 1. Data for inoculation of horses for production of EIA
Treatment
Horse
Number Inoculum
Date of 
inoculation
Date of 
1st febrile 
response
Date of 
sacrifice
Normal H-12 NONE NONE NONE 4-15-70
H-71 NONE NONE NONE 7-29-70
Acutely
Infected
H-34 5 ml H-21 serum 4-15-70 4-25-70 4-27-70
H-28-1 7 ml H-21 serum 5-11-70 5-13-70 5-15-70
H-64 18 ml H-21 serum 7-01-70 7-07-70 7-14-70
H-70 3.1 ml of 1:5 
dilution EIA 
purified virus
7-05-70 5-19-70 7-23-70
H-82 100 ml heparinized 
whole blood 3rd 
passage
11-03-70 11-10-70 11-11-70
NJ
(Tv
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water ad l i b . The rabbits were used for production of anti- 
EIA serum for immunodiffusion experiments and in the indirect 
fluorescent antibody test for detection of EIA virus in in­
fected cell cultures.
B. Cell Cultures
1* Media. Eagle's Minimal Essential Medium (MEM) 1640, 
and Medium 199 (M199) were used to determine the optimal 
growth conditions of the cells. All equipment used in pre­
paring media was sterilized at 15 psi and 121 C. Media were 
sterilized through a 0.22 u millipore filter and stored at 
4 C. Penicillin-streptomycin, 100 ug/ml, were added to main­
tain sterility. The standard NallCO^ buffer and CO 2  gas system 
was used in beginning cultures. Later, the pH was maintained 
using the amino acid, 4 - {2-hydroxyl-ethyl)-1-piperazineethane- 
sulfonic acid (Hepcs). It has recently been observed that 
Hepes buffer maintains the pH better thus stabilizing the 
micro-environment of the cells more efficiently (Shipman et 
al., 1968). The result has been an increase in the time of 
survival for cells .in vitro.
To date, it has been extremely rare for any mammalian 
cell to be grown _iri vitro in a completely-defined medium.
Cells may only be maintained for limited periods without cellu­
lar damage in defined medium. It is, therefore, necessary to 
add some supplement in order to maintain and/or grow cells 
in vitro for any length of time. A wide variety of supple­
ments are available (peptone, lactalbumin hydrolysate, and
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serum), the most common of which is scrum. In this case;, 
cells were grown in K19 9 supplemented with 40% horse serum 
and buffered with NallCO^ witii and without Hepes buffer.
Hone marrow cells were obtained a sceptically from the 
femur of horses and a calf. Each sample collected was placed 
in 100 ml IM9 9-Hepcs + 4 0% horse serur. (IIS) and 1 ml hcpnriin. 
Thu cells were dispersed with a Pardoui pipette and returned 
to the laboratory for further processing by centrifuging at 
80 0 x g for 15 m i n . The cell pellet was suspended in fresh 
medium, plated in plastic tissue culture flasks and incubated 
at 37 C. Cells were allowed to attach for 2 4-28 hrs at which 
time the medium was removed and fre-.-h medium added to the 
flasks. Cells were* kept at 37 C, and fed every 7-10 days. 
Cells were serially passed by a <?tardT**d trypmi.ni vnti on 
technique (Merchant et al., 1964).
O rgan Expinnt Cultures. Sect ions were taken from the 
spleen and splenic lymph node of II-12. A 1 mm square s e c t i o n  
was planted in 4 ml of M l 99-Hopes + 4 0% US and 15199 + 40 t  HE 
in plastic culture flasks and incubated at 37 C. This modi urn 
was changed approximutely every 4 day s .
3. Monolayor C ell Cultures. Samples of the spleen and 
the splenic lymph node from 11-12 were removed and cut into 
squares. The tissues were trypsinized in 100 ml of trypsin- 
versene solution (a balanced salt solution containing 0.05% 
trypsin and 0.2% ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 
while stirring for 2 hr at 23 C. Trypsin was neutralized 
with 10 ml of HS, the cells centrifuged and the pellet
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suspended in either M199 + 4 0% HS or M l 99 + Hopes + 40%. US. 
Four-nl aliquots were placed in plastic flasks and .incubated 
at 37 C. These- cells were fed every 24 hrs for the first 
2 days end every seventh day thereafter.
4, Mycctp la smn . Attempts to detect contaminate ncj 
Mycoplashu in tissue culture was ncccssa v y to rule out a 
source of CPE, cellular transformation, or deoxyribonucleic 
acids (bh’/v) in the nucleic acid studies. Mycoplasma agar 
(GIBCO) was inoculated periodically with a sterile loop of 
tissue culture medium taken from random tissue culture speci­
mens and from the IIS used to food the cell cultures. The 
plates were sealed and incubated anaerobically at 37 C and 
examined on the second, seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, 
and thirtieth day after inoculation. Examination of vno ayur 
surface for My copin sma-3 ike colonies, was accomplished in 2 
ways: (1) The agar plate was inverted and examined under a
dissecting microscope (10 x and 40 x) using oblique light;
(2) When any growth was present, a stained agar mount was
prepared and examined under oil immersion. A thin layer of
2
Dienes' stain was spread over the surface of 22 mm cover 
slips with a sterile cotton swab and allowed to dry.
Colonies to be examined were removed by cutting 1.0 
to 1.5 cm^ piece of agar with a spatula and placing in on a 
glass slide with colony facing upward. A stained coverslip 
was placed over the surface of the agar block, stain side 
down and the edges wore sealed with vaseline to prevent dehy­
dration. Colonies of Mycoplasma stain bright blue when mature
and retain the stain in contrast to bacterial colonies which 
will often stain blue but lose the stain after a short time 
(Crawford,. 19*70).
C. Electron life ►-os cony
1. Pro ua rn t inn erf lie l_f y Co: d;. One- h u id re d ml c f he pa - 
rinisod blood was collected from normal., chronic, and acutely 
infected horses. The acuta phase was cic sign a ted by a febrile 
peak approximately 10-14 days after inoculation with 1 ml of 
ETA serum which would produce EIA in normal horses n-. ■..n when 
diluted If . The blood was centrifuged at 800 x g for 4 
mi n , pJ a ■: m a v;a s re mo ve d and co 1 d 3t g 1 u t c r el d ':] .yd e wu s q a n t i g 
layered ovei'. the buffv coat and nef r Lyerated at 4 C for li 
min . Ti i :• cl ut a re 1 dahy de wn s a sp;i ra ted and the KPC ne1 1 c t 
removed and placed in a small benkcj with fresh cold glutnral 
dehyde, After rinsing several Limes in a fixative, the ceJ1 * 
were i net bn ted at 4 C for 2-4 hrs. The glutnrnl Jelly da was 
removed and the pellet mincc-d with a scalpel in fresh glutara 
dehydc. and washed with Sorenson's buffer with 14 sucrose and 
stored overnight at 4 C. Cells were post-fixed in 1% osmium 
tetroxrde (OsO^) for 1 1/2-2 hrs, rinsed with cold water, and 
dehydrated in a series of graded alcohols at 4 C. The cells 
were allowed to reach 2 3 C in 90% alcohol for about 1 hr when 
they were washed in 100% alcohol 3 times and 2 times in propy 
lene oxide. They were placed in maraglas:propylene oxide 
mixture for 3 0 min. This mixture was replaced with fresh 
maraglas ar.d specimens wore held at 2 3 C for 1 hr and at 4 C
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overnight (Pease, 1964 ) . At Phi s time they were placed in 
a vacuum oven (15 lb/.in2 pressure at 6 0 C) fai 72 hrs in 
BE KM car to remove any bubbles ana polymerize the em­
bedding material. Blocks wore sectioned with a DuPont dia­
mond knife ns.i.ng an hKB ultra tome*. Sections woi-',: placed on 
unsupported *00 mesh copper grids and post-stained 1 min in 
uranyl acetate and 5 min in load citrate (Pease, 1964) when 
they were era mi rued using the DC A Ef'U-dC.
2. Propar at eon of T issu e s . One mm sections of the 
foil owing tissues were taken from an acutely-infected horse-: 
diaphragm, mesenteric, hepatic, and splenic lymph nodes, 
liver, spleen, pancreas, splenic artery, bone marrow, aortic 
arteiy, cerebellum (cortex and interior), necrotic liver, 
capillary bed and brain seem. The lissims v;ero kept at 4 C 
in glutaraldehyde until returned to the laboratory when the 
tissues were embedded using the same embedding procedure 
described above (Pease, 19G4).
3* Preparation of Serum. Infective serum capable of 
producing EIA when diluted to 10-6 was diluted 10*1 , 10"2 ,
10“ 3 , 10""* and 10“-* and centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 30 min 
to clarify the serum. The clear serum was then centrifuged 
at 4 0, 0 00 x g in a Sorvall Model RC-2, Centrifuge head SVv-34 
for 3 hrs to produce a pellet. A drop of suspension from 
each pellet was placed on a carbon-coated grid and subse­
quently in the Kinny vacuum evaporator and shadow casted by 
evaporation of a platinum-carbon pellet from an approximate 
angle of 15° as recommended by Pease (1964).
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4* ZllilL Soot .ions of Col 1 Cul turoi;. Done marrow nono­
layers of cells were- prefixed for 20 min in 3.'3V. glutaral-
dehvde in phosphate buffer and pelleted by centrifugation at 
2, 00 0 x o for 15 run. The cells wore placed in a suero.ne­
v/ash at A C for 13 hrs and pest-fixed 1-2 hrs in 25 OsO in 
veronal buffer. Colls were dehydrated in cold ethyl a],coho 1 
and propylene oxide, embedded in maraglas and sectioned as 
described above (V'c.bcr and Stich, 1905) .
D. I so Inti, on and Purification of Virus
1. Gradients. Sucrose gradients wore prepared in 0.01 M 
Trin-HCl buffer, pli 7.2 containing 0.001 M DDTA (McCombs and 
Pawls, 19G8). The concentrations ranged from 10 to 505 in
stops of 10 5 (w/w) with a densi ty r^nge of 1.03 8 to 1.2 30
g/ml, pli 6.9-7.1.
Cesium chloride (CsCl) gradients were also prepared 
in Tris-LDTA buffer. A saturated solution of CsCl in dis­
tilled water (22 C) was mixed with buffer in ratios of 5:8, 
4:8, 3:8, 2:8 and 1:8 to give a density range of 1.11 to
1.36 g/ml, pH 7,2.
The gradients were formed by layering equal volumes 
of these solutions into a standard 5 ml cellulose nitrate 
tube giving a total of 4 ml per gradient. They were kept at
least 4 hrs at 4 C to allow for diffusion of the layers,
2* Virus Isolation: General. Virus was isolated by
three slightly different methods from serum and pooled tissue 
culture media. The method reported by Nakajima et al. (196 9a)
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was repeated and results compared v. it.1i two modified pr o pa ra­
ti vo sclieip.es. In the first case, 100 ml of acute FI A serum 
or 100 ml infected culture fluid were clarified at 7,000 x q 
for 3 0 min. The virus was sedimentvd by cet.tri fuqatior. at 
10 0, 000 x g for 00 min. The po I 1 t wa s s a spend d i v. 0. i ’ ] 
phosph.iLe buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4 arid the '-'asp-' sion 
centrifuged at low speed. The l'csul tan t ,-a:. -o'* actant fluid 
wa s loaded on to di. ethyl ami noe thy .1 exchr.r.;," (SKf T ■) e; 1 1 a .1 
co 1 urn; > (0.98) m e q /g) wh i c h la ad bee n a c e j vs. I o d v' a 'a a (mi N 9 a O11
and eqr i 1 i bra tc d with PBS be fo re use . a fte r a/a all i r,g t ho col - 
unui v\i lb 0.1 M PBS the virus was eluted vith 1.0 M NaC’1 . 'live 
eluate was concentrated by dialysis. iVe.r ml of the vir ;1 
concentrate were layered over 1 ml ct a saturated solution 
c f C sd 1 an d c an t r i f ugc d i r. a St1 - 3 9 ro ^ r f yj the Spires morb1 
L-2 ullracentrifugc at 100,000 x g at 4 C for 22-24 hrs. The 
sample was fractionated into 0.25 -0,4 ml aliquots using a 
Buchlor Instruments Fractionator. The optical densities (OB) 
at 260 (0 0 2 6 0 ) onc  ^ 2 80 mu ^ ^ 2  80^ v’ere determined on each
fraction in a Beckman DP.-spcctrcpho tomoter, The gravimetric 
method was employed for the determination of the density of 
each fraction using 10 microliter capillaries. This proce­
dure is presented in Figure 1.
Scheme B was a modification of that used by Nakajima 
(1969a). A 100-ml sample of serum or conditioned pooled bone 
marrow culture medium was clarified by centrifugation at
4,000 x g for 30 min. The virus, if present, was pelleted 
by centrifugation at 100,000 x g for 6 hrs. This pellet and
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Virus fluid from oc-11 culture* 
or 
scrum
r~
su'jer natd nt
centrifuge 7,00 0 x q, 30 min 
pellet.
centrifuge 100,000 x q, 00 min
supernutunL pellet
r
suspend .in 0.01 M P1>S, 
keep ovorniqht at 4 C, 
centrifuge 1,000 g, 30 nri n
1
supernalant p e 1let
lead onto DC AN cellulose column 
v.’ush with 0.15 M Natl
collect eluate with 1.0 M Nr.Cl
concentrate lay dialysis 
1 ay over s a t ure 1 ed CsCl so 1 ut i.on 
centrifuge 100,000 x g, 22 hr
fractionate into 0.25 ml aliquots
collect virus fraction
Figure 1. Purification Scheme A for Equine Infectious Anemia 
Virus
ea eh subsequent step was cheeked by nee; at ive stn i n pi'a pa ra­
tions in the EM for virus-like particles. The pellet was 
suspended in 3 ml 0.01 M PBS, diluted to 10 ml in distilled 
water and centrifuged 10 , 000 x cj for 1 hr. The supernatant 
fluid was centrifuged at 15,700 x g for 1 hr and again at 
22 , GOO x g 1 0 1 : 1 hr. This pellet was suspended in 2-3 ml o 
0.1 M PBS. One-ml samples were overrlaid cm a 10-401 EsCl 
gradient and centrifuged 100, 000 x g at 4 C for 22-4B hrs. 
After ccntr'iluqdtion, the gradient was fractionated into 
0.25-0.30 nl aliquots using a Buehler Instruments Density 
Frrctionatrr. The and O P200 nTl^  density of each
aliquot were determined. The OD peak with a density from 
1.12-1.10 g/crr was collected and frozen as purified EIA 
v i m s .  This c^liCiiiLj xs ropro sun ted m  Engare 2.
Scheme C was identical to Scheme B for the first 
three steps. The virus-like particles were pelleted from 
the sample at 100,000 x g for 6 hrs and suspended in 3.0 ml
0.01 M P B S . One to tv/o ml of this pellet suspension was 
cvcrlaycd onto a 10-5 0" sucrose density gradient and cenlri 
fuged at 100,000 x g for 18-24 hrs at 4 C. The sample was 
fractionated into 0.2 5 ml aliquots and the OD 2 gQ and 0^2 8 0 
determined for each aliquot in the Beckman DB Spectrophotor. 
eter. The 2-3 peak fractions were overlaid onto a second 
10-40% sucro.se density gradient and centrifuged at 100,000 
x g a t 4 C i n a  SW-3 9 rotor for 18-22 hrs. This sample was 
fractionoted into 0.2 5 ml aliquots and the O D 2 and OD 2 gQ 
and density of each aliquot determined. The absorbing
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100 ml acute EIA serum 
or
100 ml infected cutturo fluid
centrifuge 100, 000 x g, 6 lir
suspend in 3 ml 0.01 M Pdf 
dilute to 10 ml in sterile 
distil. 1 c- fi v; n ter.
Centrifuge 10, 00 0 x g, 1 hr
supernatant pellet
[centrifuge 22,6 00 x g. 1 hr
I J---------1
supernatant pellet
lay over CsCl gradient 
centrifuge 100,000 x g , 22 hr
fractionate into 0.25 ml aliquots
collect virus fraction and freeze 
at -20 C
centvifuge u,000 x q , 30 min
supernatant
 ,
pellet
r j
supers at ant pellet
I------
supernatant
 1
pel let
Figure 2. Scheme B for isolation and purification of EIA 
virus from serum cr tissue culture fluid.
Figure
3 7
100 ml scrum or cell culture fluid
cor* Lri fuqc; -1, 00 0 x g , 3 0 mi n
 1
supernatant pellet
centrifuge 100, 000 x cj, 6 hrs
(------
supernatant pellot
susp< r:d in 3 ml 0.1 M Pin
Lay over 10-5 0% sucrose density 
gradient, centrifuge 100 ,000 x a, 
,i P hr
Fractionate into 0.25 ml alicmols
Pool peak at 260 mu OD frcictions
I
Overlay in 2nd 10-4 0% sucrose 
density gradient, centrifuge
100,000 x g, 22 hr
I
Fractionate into 0.2 5 ml aliquots
Collect and freeze virus fractions
Scheme C for the isolation and purification of 
EIA virus from infected cell culture fluid and 
scrum.
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3
fractions with a density of 1.12-1.16 g/cm were considered 
as purified EIA virus and wore frozen at -70 C. This scheme 
is represented in Figure 3.
3 . Density Determination. One ml of purified virus prep­
aration was laid over a 4 ml 15% CsCl cushion and centrifuged 
with a control sample of Escherichia coli DNA in the Spinco 
Model E SW-39 rotor at 110,000 x g at 4 C for 22 hrs. The 
gradient was fractionated into 0.25 ml aliquots and the OD 2 gg 
and O D 2 po ^eterrnine^* T *1C density of each aliquot was calcu­
lated by a gravimetric method using 1 0  ml capillaries and 
Cahn Grain Electrobalance Number 1500 (Nakajima, 1969a).
Optical density determinations were also performed using the 
Beckman DB Spectrophotometer.
E . Cytochcmistry
Leighton tube coverslips of bone marrow monolayers 
were fixed in formalin-acetic acid alcohol for 1 hr. Cells 
were stained with methylene blue by standard procedures 
(Merchant, 1964). Coverslips of cells were also stained 
with fuelgen stain by the standard technique (Merchant, 1964). 
Slides were mounted with Permount and examined with a Leitz 
250 fluorescence microscope.
F. Nucleic Acid Extraction
Several methods of nucleic acid extraction were used 
to elucidate nucleic acid species and optimum recovery.
1. DNA Extraction by Freifelder's Method (1966) . Puri­
fied virus was obtained as described and 5 ml the suspension
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used for each nr." i‘X.trac t: ion . To i1' e vj rur- :;u^pen:a on wan 
added 6 " perc:.io/.ic acid (HCIO^) in 10“2 1-5 EDTA to a final 
coneentretion of 5 M KHCiO^, pH 7.0. Tho protein and nucleic 
acid v.an precipitated in an excess of 95 Z ethanol. The pro- 
cipi111te Wo n suspendod and di sso 1 vc d in dilute s a 1 i. n o - c i tratc 
(SS C ) . Protein wn s r o rt;o v c d wi t h c h 1 o r o f o r m : j so amyl alcohol 
(24:1) until no moro pro t r- ;i ji va s see n a t t ho interface . The. 
nucleic: acid was precipitated again with 95 i ethanol and 
allowed to set overnight at 4 C. The precipitate was dissolved 
in SEC and stored until assayed.
2 * DNA dxtrnction by flwntly1 s ."ethod _(_!£&_?)_. A 1  nil 
suspension of purified virus from 11-21 EIA rerun was mixed 
with 1 ril prone so (50 ucj/inl) and incubated at. 3 7 C for 1 hr.
l i d  i ' C  n 1 "  r - 1 f n  T -  - ' - i - r  , 1 K ' V 1 - 'J M  t- ^ - 1 ■ 1 - t  - --1 •* o  ill a.. v_* ... u  v  c j J m c  n O l  { s a i w  * * . j- ► j- | - u l  o  *i L  a. ^  n  i i.i. d  h L
acetic acid) wore added and shaken 15 ruin and centrifuged
8,000 x g for 15 min. The interface was extracted two times 
with 1 ml 0.0 5 M Tris-Cl (pH 8.2) and 0.5 ml 1.0 M NaCl.
Aqueous phases were pooled and extracted with 80S phenol, 
shaken 15 min and centrifuged 8,0 00 x g for 15 min. The 
aqueous phase was extracted four times with cold petroleum ether 
to remove the remaining phenol. Ether was eliminated with a 
stream of nitrogen. DNA was precipitated with cold ethanol 
and centrifuged at 15,000 x g for 15 min. It was collected 
in 0.1 ml SSC and measured colorimotrically by the diphenyl- 
anine test.
3. DNA Extraction by H a m u r 1 s' Method (1 9G1) . Purified 
EIA virus was suspended in 2.5 ml EDTA-versene (pH 8.0)
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and 0.25 ml of 25% sodium 1 nuryl suj fate solution (f-JLS) fol­
lowed by 10 miii incubation in a water bat.li at 60 C. To the 
viscous prcporetion war. Lidded onouoli pcrclilorj c acid (final 
concentration 1  M) and an equal volume of a mixture of chloro­
form and isoamyl alcohol (24:1, v/v) . The sample van n hah on 
for 3 0 minutes and centrifuged at 2 , 000 x g for 10 min at 4 C .  
The upper aqueuus layer urn- transferred to a clean tub "1 using 
a wider.'-iut:h pipette to reduce dun ino duo to shear forces.
Dcprotoi n i . z ati.ons with oh Loroform-isoamyl alcohol were re­
peated until the interfacial precipitate hau disappeared.
Two vel un.os of Off ethanol were layered carefully on top of 
the filial aqueous layer which precipitated the DNA. It was 
wound on a glass rod and dissolved in 2 to 5 ml of 0.1 x StC.
The S'Tf' c on ■*c-r. t r a t .i or. wan ad'ins ted fc that' o 1 y Eft’ w'rt I*' 
x SEC which was followed by incubation for 30 min at 37 C 
with RKAasc (50 ug/nl). The deprotoinization stops were re­
peated with the? DNA finally being dissolved in a volume of
1-2 ml of 0.1 x SSC. When enough yield was obtained, the DNA 
was uddt?d to 4 ml of 40% (1.42 g/crn^) CsCl and centrifuged in 
a SW-39 rotor at 6  0,000 x g for 12 to 16 hrs at 4 C. The 
pellet was resusperided in 2 ml SSC. Isopropyl alcohol (0.54 
volume) was added dropwiso while spooling the DNA on a glass 
rod. DNA was stored dissolved in SSC along with a few drops 
of chloroform as a preservative.
4. Preparation of DNA for Electron Microscopy. DNA from 
EIA virus was prepared for electron microscopy by a procedure 
modified from the protein film technique of Kleinschmidt (1963).
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One volur.» of DNA aL‘ 2 ug/ml in I M ammonium acetate 
(NII^CoH^C^) was mi Ned with one-tenth volume of 0 .1 % (w/v)
*y
cytochrome C; 0, 002 ml of the mixture van spread onto a 5 cm 
surface of 0.15 m KII4 C 2 H 3 O 2 . The resulting film vas pricked 
with carbon-parlodion-coated grids and dehydrated in 95% 
ethanol for 30 seconds (Anderson, 1970). Preparations vjcj c 
then shadowed at a 1 0 ° angle with a carbon-platinum rod from 
2 directions. DNA preparations were observed using the 
RCA EMU-3b. Micrographs were taken at a inugnification of
30,000 to 4 0,00 0 x.
5. R i ho;'! nclo 1 c Ac id {RNA ) , A modification of the method
of Martin (196 9) was used in an attempt to isolate RNA from
the virus preparations. Two ml of purified virus preparation
was nixed with 4 volumes of buffer containing 0.01 M sodiuni
acetate ^ a^2H3°2^ M NnCl, 1 mg/ml bentonite,
and 0.5% ELS. Two volumes of water-saturated phenol were 
added and the contents shaken 15 min at 23 C and subsequently 
for 15 min in a waterbath at 60 C. following proteinization 
with phenol, the preparation was centrifuged at 16,000 x g 
for 2 0  ini n and the aqueous layer removed and re-extracted 
with phenol at 60 C. After a second centrifugation, the 
aqueous phase was precipitated wTith 2  volumes of cold absolute 
ethanol. Analytically pure DNAase was added to a final con­
centration of 50 ug/ml in the presence of 0.002 M MgCl^ and 
0.01 M NaCjH-jC^ (pH 5.3) . The mixture was incubated at 23 C 
for 6  hrs and incubated for 18 hrs at 2 3 C with 5 0 ug/ml of 
pronase per ml preparation. The pronasc had been self-digested
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at .'3 7 C for 2 hrs in 0.05 M Tr.is buffer (pH 8 .0) . This was 
f o 1 1 ov.’G cl by a t h i rd do pro to in i x a L ion wi t h pho no 1  an ii cenlri- 
fugntion and precipitation of the1 aqueous phase* with 2  volumes 
of cold ethanol. If a RNA precipitate wan detected it van 
then applied to a Sep! index G-10 0 column cap: i 1 ibrn ted with 
0.1 M NaCl and the RNA in the excluded volume collected. A 
final precipitation of the RNA with ethanol was done and rb~ 
RNA v;ns stored at 4 C.
6  . DNA Derm; an  n a t i n .  Det e ri:i i na t. i o n of D NA vu s no do 
colorimetricnl ly by the modified method of the diphcnylani re 
(DPA) roacticn (Shatkin, 1965). Stock solutions of calf 
thynus DNA (Ivor thing Lon Corpora t : o n ) and Salmon Sperm DNA 
(Ca1bio diem) were prepared for standards.
Two riL of DPA rouuort v:"■ adrV^d m  1 ml of acid ex­
tinct (0.5 N IICIO^) of the DNA extract. The tubes wore 
covered with parafilm and incubated 2 0 hrs at 2 3 C. The QD
6  0
was read against a blank containing only 0.5 N HCIO^.
7. RN/i Dot arm j. nat ion . The Rial reaction more commonly 
called the Oreinot Test by Shatkin (1969) was used to test 
for RNA. Standard RNA solutions were made with 0.5 mg/ml of 
yeast RNA in voter and diluted as necessary.
One ml of freshly prepared reagent was added to 1 ml 
of standard RIDA solution or unknown material. Tubes were then 
placed in a boiling water bath for 45 min, cooled and the
OD read using a water blank.
6 7 0
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G. Sedi men t a t i on Eguilihrium Centri fugation
A  stock solution of CsCl was prepared by dissolving 
13 gm in 7 ml of 0.02 M Tris buffer, pH 8.5 (Mandel et al. , 
1968). The mixture to be centrifuged consisted of 0.84 ml 
of CsCl stock solution, 0.01 M of Escheri chi a coli DNA. 
solution (about 50 ug/ml), and 0.04 ml extracted DNA. The 
density was adjusted to 1.71 g*um - 3  (n ~ 1.400) with water 
or CsCl stock solution using the following relationship: 
P25°C = 10.8601 nD 25°C - 13.4974 
Approximately 0.70 ml of the sample was placed in 
an ultracentrifuge cell with a 12 mm Kel-F centerpiece. The 
cell was seated in an An-D rotor and placed in a Beckman 
Model E Analytical Ultraccntrifuge equipped with UV optics. 
The cell was centrifuged at 44,000 rpm at 25^0 until equili­
brium was attained (approximately 2 0  h r s ) .
Buoyant density was calculated using the following 
equation (Sueoka, 1961)
P = PQ + 4.2 w 2  (r2 -r02 ) x lO ” 1 0  g-cm 3  
The Pg was taken as 1.724 g*cm“2 , while r and rg was 
the distance from the center of rotation of the unknown and 
reference DNA peaks, respectively. The angular speed, w, is 
expressed in radians/sec. For a speed of 44,000 rpm 4 . 2 W 2 
x 10~10 equals approximately 0.0090.
The mole fraction GC of native DNA was calculated 
from the linear relation of Schildkraut et a l . (1962)
GC = P - l .660
0.09 8'
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Photographs were taken and tracings of the film were 
made with a dor si tcnetcr. The bi;o\ant density of the DNA 
was calculated fcom distance measured on the tracings.
H. Immunoloni cat Characteri znt ion
1 . lmnunodiffus ion
Gel diffusion plates wort; prepared by coating 4" x 5" 
glass slides with 4 ml 1% purified agar and allowed to dry 
to a thin film. This was then coated with 15 ml of It agar 
and allowed to solidify. The wells wore 2 mm in diameter and 
4 circumferential wells were placed at a distance of 4 or 
8  mm froin tho center well. The central we 11 was filled with 
purif i ed virus and the peri phora.1 ve.1 1 s with serum. The 
plate was incubated in n moist chamber at 2 2  C for 4 days. 
When the precipitin lines for mod, the pinto was remove: cl frcm 
the incubator and stored at 4 C (Nnkajima, personal communi­
cation ) .
Prior to staining, the plates wcic washed for 3 days 
in normal saline and rinsed for a few hours to remove excess 
protein. The slide was covered with a piece’ of wet filter 
paper and air dried. The precipitin arcs were stained by 
immersing the plates for 1 0  min in 0 .2 % acid fuchsin in a 
mixture of 10 5 acetic acid and 5 0% methyl alcohol. Subse­
quently , it wes washed with 2 or 3 changes of acetic acid- 
methyl alcohol solution during a period of 15 to 20 min 
(Carpenter, 1955).
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2. Fluorescent Antibody
Thirty to 50 ml of blood v/ere removed from normal 
rabbits pro immunization control scrum by a cardiac punc­
ture. Purified virions were prepared, dialvzed free of ex­
cess CsCl or sucrose and 3 0-15 0 ug .injected IV info a rabbit.
A sample of the normal horse serum pellet from centrifugation 
at 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  x g was inoculated into a rabbit to produce control 
ant i serum. Bleedings were taken 3, 6 , and 12 days post i m m u ­
nization and sera frozen and tested later for specific anti*- 
bodies to the whole virion by an agar-gel precipitin test.
Two weeks later, 30-150 ug intact virus was emulsified in an 
e q un1 v o 1ume of complete F re un d 1 s ad juvunt and injccted into 
each of 4 rabbit foot pads. Throe to 4 weeks later a trial 
bloi.:*! _i r, g v. a a taken and if antibody w u p r o s a - n t  the animal 
was bled at 3-4 day intervals until 100-200 ml serum were 
obtained (Shatkin, 1969). Anti serum was pl aced in tubes of 
10 ml each and stored at -2 0 C. Before use the antiserun 
was absorbed twice with beef liver powder to reduce nonspecific 
fluorescence and clarified by centrifugation at 2  0 , 0 0 0  x g.
Bone marrow from acutely-infected EIA ponies, acute 
bone marrow (ABM) from normal ponies, normal bone marrow (NEM), 
and calf bone marrow (CL'K) were grown to confluent monolayers 
in Leighton tubes on 6  x 22 mm coverslips. Duplicate samples 
were run in all cultures. One was preadsorbed 1-2 hrs with 
purified EIA virus diluted 1:10 to 1:100 in tissue culturc 
medium and sterilized by millipore filter.
A G
n .  Indirect r.Tuorc seen t Antibody Procedure. rj’h G  Leighton 
tube coverslips with a tnonoluyor of bone ’narrow cells were 
removed and allowed to air dry 15-30 min. They were subse­
quently fixed in acetone for 10 min at 2 3 C. After fixation, 
the slides v:ore rinsed in fluorescent antibody (FA) buffer 
and placed in a moist chamber. One drop of anti serum was 
placed on the cells and the chamber placed at 37 C for 30 min. 
The slides were washed 3 times with PDC for 10 m.i n and incu­
bated with anti-rabbit conjugated flooded Fluorescun.se Iso- 
thio-cyanate (PITC) (Commercial preparation in a goat gamma 
globulin - Difco) for 3 0 min.
The slides were washed again 3 times and counter­
stained with rhodnnino D (RBA) (diluted 1:5) for 3 0 min in a 
h umi d eh a rr.be x at 3 7 C . The cl i 3 c c w c r c r i nzc d in FA buffer 
for another 2-3 minutes and then mounted in phosphate-buffered 
glycerol and examined. Slides were viewed with a Leitz fluo­
rescence microscope.
The bone marrow (DM) preparations wore observed for:
1 ) Autofluorescence before application of anti serum or con­
jugate .
2 ) Nonspecific fluorescence after application of .specific 
anti serum or conjugate.
3) Specific fluorescence after application of specific anti­
serum and conjugate.
4) Masking of nonspecific fluorescence after counterstaining 
with RBA.
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To test the speed f ic.ity of the antisora, the l'o.llow­
ing preparations were stained: CBb, NBM, ABM, and preab­
sorbed B M . Pre;iarations of these cells were also reacted 
with anti sera prepart'd in rabbits and normal horse blood.
The results of the immunofluorescence (IF) were interpreted 
as positive or negative according to the number of cells 
f l u o r e s c i n g  end the intensity of flucresconce (Goldman et al., 
1968 ; Kctlaridis and Luginbuhl, I960 ; Purchase, 1969).
b . Dl rect F 1 vore seen t An t i I-jodv Proredu re. Identical 
cultures used in the indirect procedure were used in a direct 
FA test for detection of FHV. FITC conjugated anti-KHV seriun 
was obtained from Dr. Komeny at NADL for detection of FHV 
antigen in those DM cells. The presence of EI1V in tissue 
culture from horses or these tissue cultures fed with horse 
serum is well documented (llolborow and Johnson, 1967 ; Goldman 
et al., 1968). Bone marrow cultures were removed, air dried, 
fined in acetone and flooded with 1:5 dilution of conjugated 
anti-EIIV anti serum. Slides were incubated in a moist chamber 
at 37 C for 1 hr, rinsed 3 times in FA buffered glycerol and 
observed.
RESULTS A! 1D DISCUSSION
A . Ti ssue Cnl tune
Cells obtained f 1:0111 horse and CBM, cplecn, and splenic 
lymph nodes (SLh) were successfully grown in v j t-.ro. Attempts 
to cultivate RUC in various media supplemented with varying 
amounts of serun or pcpt.cnc revealed M l (J9 -»■ 1 0 1  normal horse 
scrum (NJiS) to be the best. The length of time that these 
cells could be maintained vans increased by the addition of 
Hopes buffer to the medium. It was aJ so noted that the colls 
as illustrated in Figure 4 were grown in Hepcn~buffcred medium 
grew to a more confluont monolayer. In contrast, cells cul­
tured in M199 + 4 0i WHS without Hepos buffer were sparer- as 
illustrated in Figure 5, Splenic and SLN cell cultures 
could only be maintained for a few weeks as represented in 
Table 2. No CPE was observed in these cell cultures nor 
could any viral-like particles be detected in thin-sec t. i ons 
examined by EM.
Splenic and SLN organ explant cultures were maintained 
in Ml9?/-Hepes + 4 0i> NHS. These cultures survived for a few 
months as indicated in Table 2. Attempts to detect virus in 
the media from the cultures and by examining thin-sections 
of the cells by EM did not reveal viral-like particles. Ex­
amination of the cultures for Mycoplasma was also negative.
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Table 2. Survival time of equine explant cultures in vitro
Animal
Number
bourco 
o f 
C u .11 v r e
Culture
Number Med i a
N urn be r 
of
rof.!;.jye u
Number of 
Days
H-1 2 SLN-
.,.4
Set Up 5/13/7 0
33 M19 9 + IIS1 +I’.c2 5 148
32 M19 9 + 1IS1 tile2 2 93
36 M19 9 + HS 1 Hie2 1 93
37 M19 9 MtS 1 file2 1 93
35 M199 + HSl+lIe2 1 93
38 m^o+iis 1 + 1 I f :2 1 93
Set Up 11/1C/70
H - 6  4 SM S-l 
S - 8
Ml 9 9+ 11S 1+ lie2  
M19 9+HS -1
0 9
130-138 Ml9 9 + IIS1 +IIe2 0 9
140-149 Ml99 + lIS1  + Ho 2 0 9
150-158 M199 + HS 1 +11 c 2 0 9
Set. Up 4/15/70
H-12 Spleen 31 M199 + IIS1 + He 2 0 18
SLN 30 M199+HS3 +IIe2 1 48
40% HS
He = Hepes 3.3 gm/1 
*SLN - Splenic lymph node
SM - Splenic monolayer
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Tabic 3 Survival time of bona marrow cultures in vitro
An imal 
Number
Culture 
Number
11-17 1
liar go
chron i ce .1 ly 2
in fee Lc :i
wi tli EIA 3
H-12
nbm 2
U-34
ABM 4
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28 
29
43
44 
43b 
44b
Mcclj a
Ml 9 9-ms1 
M199+HS 
M199+US 
M l 99H IIS
M199 ■MlS-lilc 
II199-UIS-I He 
M 19 9 H H  S +11 o 
M199-I-HS-I He? 
M199 + HS-: Be 
M199 + 1IS--t-lla 
M199+H3 
M19 9 + 11C 
M19 9+HS 
M199 + 1IS
M199+HS 
M199+HS 
Ml 99 t-HS 
M199+HS
Number of Number of Day:; 
Pa f. raqcs Survived
6
4
3
1
2
3
2
1
0
0
3 
1
0
4 
0  
1
Set Up 3/5/7 0 
78 
59 
59 
62
Set Up 3/15/70 
115 
49 
115 
192 
136 
49 
49 
49 
156 
49
Set Up 5/27/70 
10 
158 
6 
93
51
An i 1 
Hur-il'cr
n- 2  8 -i
ABM
H-64
ABM
H-7 0 
ABM
Cul tare
Muni! or
65
Media
M urnb or of Number of D a y 3 
P a s s a go 3 S urvi vc d
45 M19V+HC 4 15 8
4 5b Ml 9 9 Hie 1 9 3
4 6 M199 HIo 3 149
4 6 b Ml 9 9 Hie: 3 93
Set Up 5/
48 Ml 9 0 ■! HS + llc 2 87
4 3 Ml9 9MISMle 2 84
50 Ml 9 9 MIS file 4 90
51 Ml99 i HS+lIc 6 139
52 M19 9 + US-t He 3 90
53 Ml 99H US HP- 6 139
54 M199 MIS Hie 5 13 9
55 M19 9 + US4 Ho 3 87
M199+HS+Ue
Set Up 7/1/1/70
56 M19 9+HS 0 3
57 M199+HS 0 3
58 Ml 9 9 MIS 0 3
59 Ml 9 9MIS 1 35
60 M199 + IIS41le 149
61 Ml 9 9 + iiS + Ho 4 129
62 M 19 9 ’ iL" I ’ e 6 14 9
63 Ml 9 9 MIS+Hc 3 42
Set Up 7/2 3/7 0 
140
52
An i r.nl 
Nun!.::
N— 71 
A Nil
Bel lo 
NBM
H-82
ABM
,ll t\l VC
.ml -c r Med.i. n
Humber of 
l’a^sjaycs
Number of Dayu 
Surv.i ved
6  6 M199+HS (llo 6 1 2 0
67 Ml99+HfM-}!c 5 1 2 0
6 8 No He 3 8 ]
69 No lie 2 71
70 No He 4 312
Set Up 7/7 9/70
71 Ml 99+He 1 0 183
72 M 19 9 + 1 1 c 1 2 189
73 Ml9 9 + He 1 1 189
74 M199+HO 4 3 34
7*3 Ml 99+ 11E 0 9
76 Ml 9 9+1 IB 0 9
Set Up 16/2 9/70
80 M199+HS+ He 6 113
81 M l 9 9 + HS + He 4 1 0 1
82 Ml99+US+He 14
83 M l 9 9 + HS + He 4 13 3
84 M199 + I1S+IIC 0 14
85 M l 99+HS+He 0 14
Set Up 11/13/70
90 M l 9 9+HS+He 4 98
91 Ml 99+HS+He 8 98
92 Ml99 + KS+I!e 7 98
93 Ml 9 9 f HS + lio 0 18
An im. • 1
Numbe: r
Culture
Number Media
Number of 
Pa usages
Number of Day 
Surv.i vert
94 M199 -t llS+lIe 3 5 7
95 M199+HS Mlc 3 57
96 Ml 9 9 i-l!S+Ilo 3 98
Set Up 3/7/7 0
CBM C-l M199-HiS + IIo 8 135
C-2 M19 9i 115-Hie 11 196
C-3 Ml 9 9 + 115 rile 12 196
C-4 m 199+ i:e 1 39
C-5 Ml 99-1 115 0 14
C - 6 M199H 115 0 14
1
4 05. Ill)
2n b m  - Bone marrow from a norma 1 horse
He - Hopes 3.3 gm/1
*ABM - Bona marrow from a horse acutely in fee: tod with EIA
C B M  - Bone marrow from a calf infected with A n a p l a m o  sis
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S j n g 1 c i joru Inti on r. o f priian vy fibroblastic cells 
from bone r m rrow li;:vc beer found to T-i'diferat*- roprodueil - 1 y 
f o r 2 to .1 0 men the if inn i n t a i. nod i n log< ■ r i i hm i e c> tow t h .
During rb i t j inn colls remained uni fan: ■’ n appearance, i’iiu
no signs of dotorioration of {he culture u a \ b. I v;as nb- 
served. f t) ter, mite tic activify dccrt.r-rd, an! -s'- . v. i \ *
cha nqo s oc cured, with r a good colls, a 1 e,"'nt i w  c 1 o i , and 
n u 1 a t i c: : of d e b r i s  at co 11 surf a co s .
i I a y f lick and Moo r head (1 9 G 1 ) . a r e un aid o t o re v  - < : ■ o
the do go:;', native trends in pr j mury cell culture:.: by chary or 
in lilt’d i.u, subcultiva t i on , oi: pooling of per ■’l,.vi i ons . They 
did, however, rule out the direct act.ion of t:o::ie factor a in 
the exti'runl inod.inn as the reason tor deel i no and lens of co 1 1
t j. a j n . a t t h J o s  tag ? . Ye un. c r t r a i s wo re a bl e to pro 1 i far ■ t a
vigorous] y in the: sane pool of medium in v/1iic h older st re i n n 
progressively deteriorated. Thi s experiment was repeated 
using young fresh BMC in media from an AI3M cu.l i.u.r^  in it ^
tenth passage and results were similar. Thus deterioration
of cells is thought to bo an intrinsic sequence of change.
Bone marrow was the best source of cell s for iri vi t j:o 
studios used in these studies. The colls grew more rapidly 
initially when taken from animals acute!y-infocted with hlA. 
Longevi ty of 7U3M, KBK, and CBM coils are represented in
Table 3. In general, those colls subsisted several months
longer than cultures of spleen or SLN.
The normal BMC and CBM cultures could be subcultured
and maintained for a longer period of time than the ABM
cultures although the ABM had a faster initial growth rate. 
Figures 0  and 7 rcpresont a mono 1  aycr of C13M and N B M , rccptc- 
tivoly. No viral-like particles could be isolated from pooled 
media Iron' NBM or CDM cultures. Those cell cultures did not 
form the "foci" as early as observed in ABM cultures. Thu 
CBM or Nidi cells began to round up only at the time of trans­
fer into fresh medium in which the population of cells exceeded 
the nutrients available or if the cells were not fed every 7 
to 10 days. In contrast the ABM cultures began to form foci 
before a confluent monolayer was formed. The initial stages 
of foci development arc illustrated in Figure 8  and fully 
developed foci are shown in Figure 9. Modi.a pooled from ADM 
cultures at time of feeding and transfer were used for virus 
i so 1 a t i on and puri f ica t i on . Virus part .1 cl c " wi t h a dor 1 1 1 y 
of 1.146 g/cm were isolated by equilibrium density gradient, 
centrifugation. Subsequent Inoculation of this material into 
a normal pony produced a febrile response in 18 days which 
was indicative of EIA. That the presence of EIA virus in 
these ABM cultures could be responsible for the foci forma­
tion was further evaluated by adsorption of NBM, CBM and ABM 
with purified virus. No demonstrable changes were detected 
in NBM 2 days after inoculation of purified virus onto the 
cells diluted in M199 as illustrated in Figure 10. The virus 
inoculum was the same as prepared from H-21 serum and which 
on subsequent inoculation produced an acute infection of EIA. 
ABM adsorbed with purified EIA virus from 11-21 serum produced 
no detectable changes as i1 lustrated in Figure 11. Some
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Fi gure 4. Acute bone marrow monolayer grown in Mi 99 + 4 0% 
horse serum and Hepes buffer. Mag. 4 50 x.
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Figure 5. Acute bone marrow monolayer maintained in M l 99 + 
40% horse serum with bicarbonate buffer illustra­
ting sparseness of cells without Hopes buffer. 
Mag. 4 50 x.
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Figure 6 . Hc-rmal bone marrow monolayer grown in M199 + 40% 
horse scrum and Ilepes buffer. This monolayer is 
more confluent than observed in acute bone marrev/ 
culture s . I ’r. rj. 4 5 0 x .
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Figure 7. Calf bone marrow monolayer grown in Ml99 + 4 0% 
horse serum and Hopes buffer. In the tenth 
passage this monolayer is more confluent than 
younger acute hone marrow cultures. M a g . 225 x .
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Figure 8 . Acute bone marrow cells beginning to retract from 
a monolayer into foci. Mag. 450 x.
Fiaure 9 Acute lono marrow cells with foci forrantior 
esti-blj sliecl. t'ag. 450 x.
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Figure 10. N o r w\j bone morrow monoluycr of cells 1 day
afte.' J nocrla t i o n  with purified virus. No CPE 
car be detected. Mag. 900 x.
6 3
Figure- 11. Acute bone marrow cells in the fourth passage 
after maintenance in M199 + 40t H-21 (EIA 
positive) serum and Ilepes buffer. No CPE wa 
observed after the addition of infectious se 
Mac. 900 x.
C/J 
V-t
04
Figure 12. Acute bone marrow monolayer 4 days after adsorbing 
with purified virus from EIA infected serum. Ho 
CPE is detected although the cells can be observed 
to begin formation of foci. Mag. 900 x.
retraction of cells were observed in ABM without adaition of 
isolated virus. ABM cultures fed several months with H-21 
ETA positive serum were not observed to be any different than 
ABM cells fed with HHS supplemented medium as illustrated 
in Figure 12.
Thus degeneration of cultures was not a function of 
viral-induced CPE. The slight cellular morphological altera­
tions detected were studied more closely by EM.
B. Electron Microscopic Studies
Thin sections of leukocytes from the buffy coat were 
usually found to be free of virus. Occasionally 45 nm-dense 
particles were observed in the nucleus of those cells. These 
particles might represent cores of incomplete virion— perhaps 
EIA or some other equine virus. The cells containing such 
particles were rare and probably indicated a low titer of 
virus present. An attempt to increase the number of infec­
tive particles was made by inoculating cell cultures with EIA 
virus isolated and purified from infected serum.
Virus-like particles isolated from EIA serum and pre­
pared by negative-staininy and shadowing were 45 to 90 nm in 
diameter as illustrated in Figure 13. Both particles 
were present in the same CsCl gradient fraction suggesting 
they were of close molecular weights. These may repre­
sent incomplete and complete enveloped EIA virus or two 
different viruses. These results did, however, establish a 
size range for the virus present in EIA serum.
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Particles of the name si::.' "sncje - also observed
in ATM co U s  by PH. Thin virus a epoarcd to have a .1. ow titer 
as su'u;!: sti:d hy the lov; number of cells containing viral 
particle:-:. Thin virus 1ms only bo.mi shown to grow in IIDM 
and 171. C suggesting host s: cc if i c i t y. Cells which were? infec­
ted C i :?p 7 ayed c!mractor i. st ,i cs cor: ion7 y found in oqui no cells 
i n f o c to d w; t h a he r pc s~ t y y e 1 1  v i m  s often re f c r red to a s 
equips: C; "V. This sequence of events observed in common with 
CMV is in contrast to observations for EIA pm do by J to ct al. 
(1969), Tto at al . (196 9) studied III.C infected witli EIA virus
as opposcr to IdIC as usod in this i nve s t i g a t i o n . Iji tho MLC 
st ud j f. :: f t ii ree day n aft c i' infect ion, approx i tci te 7 y half tlie 
c c 7.7 s remsi,nud a11acliod to glass. EM examination of thin 
see l .i '..ii .I u c c i i r s s t age r e v c a 1 o o EI. i_ v .. .l c e . i v-c 7. c . j in the 
cy t o p 1 a s r  and i t r e  1 a t' ■ d me mb r an o u: ■ s y s ton s. Fu r !; he r multi- 
pli cation of the particles are inhibited by adding horse 
so runi con t a in i ne E 17: ncut ra 1  i z iny an tibod 1 c s to cult rre med 1 urn 
(Kono, 1969).
The EIA virus preparation observed by lien son et al. 
(1969) (type II) was quite different from the virus reported
by Nal :ajinra, Tajima, Tan ■aka and Ushimi (1969) f Ito et a l .
(1969) and Tajina ct al. (I960) (ETA. type I). The ciata with
BMC in fee.: ted with EIA virus are more consistent with til at 
reported by Henson et al. (1969) who also reported 2 distin­
guishable particles. Previous descriptions v;ere made on 
virus found in leukocyte cultures as opposed to this work 
with BMC.
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T 11 v: r.i \ v i r u 5; p :irt:L clc r; described by Ito cl: nl.
(19 0 °) hud a r i ue range of 80 to 120 m a  in cl i c mo t e r and con- 
tai 11 * - ci an c.lcftron den re nucleoid pa ra t ed fron a v;ol] -def.i. nod 
limiting nen b r r n e  by a none of v.i rop In cm v.’bich is electron 
onnnue, Tire r.urleo.i d was 40-6 j nm in diameter, somewhat p l e o ­
m o r p h i c  to spherical. Tire virion:' w ore oi.eonod m ainly in 
the lamina erf cytoplasmic' vacuoles, on the free surface and 
in in t r a c e l l u l a r  space of infected HLC both in HLC described 
by I in {1969) and in thin data wi ill )IBM. The greatest c o n c e n ­
tration o f  par t i c l e s  war; found in the m a r r o w  lumirn o f small 
c y t o p l a s m i c  va c u o l e s  an illustrated in Figure 20. No crystal- 
like a r rangements were found, nor were virions found in tire 
n ucleus (Ito ct a ] ., 1969).
lajiriM et al. (j9C3j repoj led the vi rus particles o b ­
served in infected cultures to be in membrane-bound cytoplasmic 
vesicles or vacuoles or in intracellular spaces. Particles 
were not observed to be free within the cytoplasm or nucleo- 
pln sin. Extracellular particles v.’e m  seen free and in close 
association with external surface of the cell membrane, and 
often relatively large numbers of virions could be seen at- 
tac! icd to cellular debris. There particles were circular or 
ellipsoidal and varied in size ranging from 80 to 1 2 0  nm in 
diameter. They were composed of a dense central nucleoid, 
viroplasm and outer coat. The nucleoids were roughly circular 
within a size range from; -'0 to GO nm. Elongated bar-shaped 
nucleoids, with a diameter of about 35 to 90 nm were frequently 
seen (Tajina et a l ., 1969). It is observed that these
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cli ,>r:ic t c r i. s ties; arc st r i k i ng 1 y similar to horpr s viruojs, 
par 1 icvi 1;;v } y ti‘.c bar - s hapeel e 1 cc t re>n douse nvu■ .1 ■ ;oj ds whi eh
also fit the si zo ramie observed for PI IV (Mo .Ini ok et al,,
19G4) .
Particle s o bo or ve d by To j i i.to et a 1, (19 6 9) in t ho
cy top larvrj c vesicle::.; or vac ao It: s cun- morpho 1 on ! cfi 1 1 y identi­
cal to th^se observed ext r ace 1 3 n 1 ar 1 y in ABM as il.lust rated 
i.n Figure 15. These virus-con t.n.i nine vesicles varied in size 
and shop*:* and were s c? t - o f f f rorn the s u rroundi ng cy top 1 a cm a s 
seen in 7,1 '-I by a membrane as il Inst rated in Figures 16 and 
19. Cellular debris was often found inside these vacuoles 
which Tajina (1969) suggested represented a phagocytic a c t i v ­
ity of the cells. This might just as v e 11 represent coat 
mu Lea i 1.-.1 e.ii^jvei in uncoutiny of virus after entry by lyso­
somal enzymes. One observer a similar process in replication 
of canine herpes-viruses as described by Nii et al. (19GB).
F17. viral particles have been observed budding from 
cell surface (Tajima, 1969) and from cytoplasmic vesicles
(Ito et al., 19C9). Tajima (1969) observed that the FIA
virus replicates primarily by a process of budding from the 
plasma membrane of infected cells. Virus particles within 
membrane-bound cytoplasmic vesicles or vacuoles are those 
phagocytized by membrane invagination of cells after being 
liberated from other cells into the medium. He supported 
this observation with the fact that most of the virions were 
seen budding at the plasma membrane and that only a limited 
number wore budding from cytoplasmic vacuoles. In contrast,
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the 111/1, virus observed in 7-.V.W cel.l:: vx-ni seen to bud more 
from rytoj. Iambic vacuoles tlun from the cell mmEacr.*, Such
a bud d i iw pro cc s s is i .1 ] u s trnto d in I-’ ig u rp 16.
The ETA virus as described by Henson e L al. (1969) 
agrees with this data fro-:; infected BMC but js markedly dis­
tinct from that described by Ito et a] . (1969) ■ The L’I7.
virus described by Henson ct a]. (1969) has a relatively
translucent core, contains a laminated outer membrane and is 
approxime ioly 70 nm in diameter. Thi s virus buds from the 
cell surface and was ob.ee eve d in macrophages in HLC infected 
with ETA virtu;. This agent was not detected in control 
evil t ure s .
Another virus was observed in IILC infected with EIA 
virus, however. This second virus lias ul ti. a s or uctuj. a 1 char­
acteristics of herpes group of viruses. This second agent 
was observed in the cytoplasm and nucleus of EIA-inoculated 
and control cultures. The pathology of EIA does not seem to 
involve this agent, however (Henson et al., 1969).
EM examination of ABM cells revealed the presence of 
the 2  morphological 1 y distinct viruses described previously 
in H L C . EIA viruses type 1 as described originally by 
Nakajima, Tajima, Tanaka, and Ushimi (1969), Ito et al. (1.969) 
in EIA infected IILC were observed to be free in extracellular 
space along with cellular debris as illustrated in Figure 17. 
These virus particles measure 120 nm in diameter and contain 
an electron dense nucleoid which is 45 nm in diameter. This 
virus was observed budding from a cytoplasmic vacuole and
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recc' i vod ,' n n u Le r co a t i m  t lie p ro , The; bud cl ii ki p ro ce s s
i s r<: pr e r; <_■ 1 11 d i n F ig u c n 1 6 . TI corny k d  matin: o c i r ion 
t y; > I  me a ;; r. r e u 10 0 n m i n dial ae t o r a n d rc e mb lea F I; V do id c r i bod 
lay others {Ik. 1 rick ct: al., 1 9 G 4 ) . A second virus on s observed
with a. translucent core arid 1 ami nu Led ord:cr membrane illus- 
Ira teal in Finure ] G by a second :.r)‘ov;. This virus was not 
oliti'crY-ad in eontro] cultures and ro:aru;;ce: 70 n:n in diante 1 or 
.in agreement with I.lie particles by Henson et a l . (1969).
Electron dense nucleoids 15 nm in diameter were 
occasionally observed in the nuclei., plane of infected ABM 
ce.l 1 r: . ha ve] y , a nucl ais of an .infect.od cc 1 1 war obaervt;d 
w.i f h a conccnt.rati on of electron dons:.' cores and aberrant, 
capsi d :, as illustrated in Figure 17. Tiio nucleoids ineaturod 
40-80 ion in diameter and the complete particles wore bU-120 
nm in diameter. Thi. c observation closely resembles that 
reported for the canine herpes vires by Nil et al. (1968). 
Similar particles wore not observed in control cells; however, 
many more ARM cells worn examined for virus than were control 
cells,
Hargj.nation of nuclear chromatin in ADM cells was 
often observed, which is a conimon c h a j; a c t e r i r. t i c of t he 
replicative events of EHV. This characteristic is illustrated 
in Figure 18 and viral-liko particles (Type II) were detected 
in the cytoplasm. These virions measured GO-70 nm and were 
morphologically similar tc the EIA agent reported by Henson 
et al. {19 6  9) .
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Inucul u Li on of ABM colls with purified EIA vj run from
i nfoc to d .o ruin by Scheme B i ncrc c\ d the cor con t. rn 1 .i 0 1 1 o f
dotect.-<b 1 e virus in colls oxaminod Iny EM. Ac, i .1 J ustra tort i 11 
Figure? ?. 0 bo Bn v i rn 1 t y p re arc o );■ s c- ■: v o >1 in t h o c y to plan,,.
The horp *'s 1 iho type I pnrt.iclo m o ;. :-urod £0-120 nm end the 
typo IT. viral-like particle:, measured 0 0 to 75 nm in diameter. 
Despite a detect Lib! c in ere a no in ini raco.l lular vi rue con con-* 
t r a t i on c s obso r ve cl by I'M n o m,i e r o s c o p i c effoc t wn s no 1, o d i n 
the cell cultures prior to fixation for embedding.
The herpes-like particles also reported to be the EIA
virus by Nakajinn, Tajima, Tanaka, and Echini (19C9) could 
possibly bo an equine C M V . The o.q u 1 no CKV are characterised 
as having a tlov? growth rate with few infective particles 
linorated into the growth medium o< : t. it c largo numbers inside 
the cells. CMV d 1 splays a restrictcd host range and will, on 1 y 
grow in cells from its natural host. Basophilic, PA S -positive 
intracyfoplasmic inclusions arc often found and sometimes 
nuclear inclusions. The cytoplasmic vesicles are observed 
to contain mature CMV in different stages of degradation and 
dense structures thought to be lysosomes (Erasmus, 1969).
This feature could represent a protective mechanism of the 
host cell and offer a possible explanation for the low infac­
tivity titer of the growth medium. The CMV is also resistant 
to trypsin in contrast to other EIIV. The characteristics 
observed for the EIA-asscciated virus in ABM cells are in 
common with these do sc r ibe d fo r C MV. However, further wo rk 
needs to bo completed before EIA can bo classified as a CMV.
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It has bcr.n aiq'tjO rd .ad by I. to et al. (1 909) and others that 
the* re p liea I i ve c v o  I:; o b a e r ve cl by K.’ a r o i n. i 1a r to t ho 
leukemia virus qroi’p. Tt hear:, thus been pro sumo cl to be an 
R\Yi virus. It .should bo noted that I'D v.as first thought to 
be a leukosis virus );u L la t.er \var» shov:n t o be a herpes v i r ur .
The* typical horror type I virur.es, i . e . herpes
s i npl ex vl. *-u , a ro not ur.ua . 1 1 y found a sroei a tod v: i th anojni a a
(ti i. i e t a. 1 . , 1 9 6  f!) . Ho v;e v c r , Arno ■ r on r t at al. (1 9 70) re po r L o d
C !■?< was foand assoc i ated w 1 . 1  h the RDC as ve 1 1  as leukocyter 
in the blood of patients w.i. th cy mrrogaluvi i. omin . Since the 
meehnni r involved in hi A are j'iot known, .i.t is possible 
that at I <. a s t p r t of the pa f he I o g y of tee anemia could be 
viral nr well as immunological..
Tin viral pat hi c! or or r or pi.a leg ‘ e al c!mr:cLuritt:'cr 
which suggest virol infection wore observed in UbM by EM as 
illustrated in Figure 21,
These; elate suggest srV'.rr,] posr ;i bi 1 i ties :
1) That two distinguishable viruses have been incriminated for 
EIA and that only one is responsible for the disease and 
the other is insignificant.
2) That the pathology of EIA is a contiequenco of two viral 
agents: acting in concert.
3) That these two agents act independently but both are 
required to cause an acuto infection of EIA.
4) That one virus has two morphological forms.
Figure 13. electron iTiiororj ,rnph of a shadowed prei;a rat ion of 
pU'-~; f i ed m e  virus from H-21 .serum. Fag.
34,300 y .
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Figure 14. Electron micrograph of a normal bone marrow cell 
prepared by embedding and thin sectioning for 
observation. t l o  viral like particles or other 
characteristics of viral infection can be de­
tected. Mag. 2 5,000 x.
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Figure 15. Electron p'icrograph of a thin section of an acute 
bone marro\; cell. Herpes like virus particles (I) 
measuring J 00-120 nm in diameter are present in 
extracellular spare; associated with cellular debris 
(D). This type I particle is analogous to the EIA 
virus dcscr rted by Ito et a l . (1969) and h’skajima,
Ian aka, and Eshinii (1969). Mag. 30,000 x.
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Figure 16. Electron micrograph of herpes-like virus parti­
cles (EIA type I.) budding from a cytoplasmic 
vacuole in an acute bone marrow cell. The mature 
enveloped virion measured 1 0 0  nm in diameter.
Type II particles 7 0 nm in urometer are labeled 
II. Mag. 30,000 x.
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Figure 17. Electron micrograph of the nucleus of an acute
bone marrow coll. The nuclear region contains a 
coMCortration o C 4 0-60 nm nucleoids {K ) and 
aberrant cap si da (Ab) . The mature coated virion 
measure.-' 1 2 0  jam in diameter .indicated by the 
a K and r e s errtbl c s of h e r lie rp a r. - 1 : k e vir use r,. 
br g . 4^, 500 .
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Figure 18. Electron micrograph of an acute bone marrow cell 
illustrating the maryination of nuclear chromatin 
(NC) characteristic of colls infected with herpes 
virus i.e. cytomegalovirus. Other viral particles 
are present in the cytoplasm which are analogous 
to the L'JA vires (type II) described by Fonson 
el al. (i96r.'<; . These type II EIA viruses have a 
translucent, core and measure 7 0 nm in diameter 
and are indicated by arrows in the micrograph.
Hag. 25, 5CO n .
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Figure 19. Electron micrograph of a cytoplasmic vesicle
containing two virus types. Type I measures 100 
nm (I) and type II 70 nm in diameter (II). Both 
particles appear to be budding (B) through the 
vesicle membrane indicated by the doubling of 
the membrane at the location of the virions.
M a g . 4 2,500 x.
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Fig ure 20. Electron micrograph of an acute bone narrov cell.
Type I and type II viral particle:; are present 
and particles can be seen budding (13) from the 
cell surface. Numerous type II (II) particles 
are n s s o c i a t eu v? i t: h the 1 a me 1 .i a r non crane s (L M ) 
in infected cells. bag. 42,^00 x.
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Figure 21. Electron micrograph of an acute bone marrow cell 
which has been pre-inoeulated with purified EIA 
virus. The virus ccncentrati.cn in this cell has 
increased and both type particles ,-ro pro ..am t as 
indicated by arrows labeled for- type I ( I j and 
tvpo II (II) particles respectivc.lv, Man.
32,000 x.
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i>) That one fir.cnt causes a disease Ccilh d EIA in on': lor a ’ j ;.-y 
and trio dine ace caused by the other agent is suff i c; j.eritly 
similar- to also bo called EIA.
It is certain, at I e a a t , that v i  r a 1 p a j: t i  c 1 e s are 
found in in for: red co 11 s that arc not observed in un i nfected 
cells. Virus .i so 1 a ted I ren t he:- me d i urn in which infect e d cells 
arc cultured produced EIA when inoculated into a normal pony. 
Thi s incr.i m i  nates at. least ana virus as the causative a g e n t  
Of EIA.
^ * Virus 1 rol.oti.on and I ur i f i o 11 on
Isolation and purification of idie virus from infected
EIA scrum van most successful using Scheme B. A dilution to 
— r)10 of tills preparation still revealed 4 5-90 nm particles 
in El! nog a t ivc ly-stai ncd preparations. Par t i d e s  were not 
sc or: in dilutions beyond 10 * in Scheme A and only through 
10""1 in Scheme C. Tlius Scheme B was chosen as the method of 
c ho ice for virus purification. Tne pri nc ipa1 d L ; a Jvantug e 
of Scheme A. vans the dilution factor from the DEAL column 
chromatography step. Adequate means of concentration of the 
viral p. f fluent were not available, making the ul 11 imtc virus 
preparation too dilute 1 o be useful. Virus preparations from 
Schemes B end C gave approximately equal concentrat ions. 
Sucrose density gradients were preferable to CsCl for subse­
quent animal inoculations. Although excess CnCl v:us removed 
by extensive dialysis, even a trace of CsCl left i.n the 
pro p»n ration wo u 1 d car se a shock re act i on in the an 5 m a 1.
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Likewise , virus i.ircparaV ion :*- troir, He heme C after dialysis 
had lass not: tvable effects on tissue c u l t u r e s  when inocu­
lated than did CsCl preparations. Increased cel 1 grow tli was 
observed in sucrose prcpaiv,tions unless the virus v/as diluted 
at least 1 0--^ in M199 prior to inoculation of the BMC. This 
increased metal.ol.ium may reflect the increase in 'jC.ro.se or 
glucose in the medium.
An inoculum of 3.1 ml dialyzod virus isolated by 
S c h e m e  u from EIA so ruin van inoculated into a normal pony 
intravenously. The? first febrile response was 10 days nost- 
inocul';t Acr:. The pony was designated acutely-infected and 
was sacrificed 8 clays later.
Subsequent to detection of viral particles in ABM 
c ultures, mod A uii from the so cells can used 1 or .isolation of 
the KI7>. virus by Scheme C. Five ml of the puiificd viral 
preparation was dialyzod at 4 C in U.l M PBS pP 7.0 for 24 h i m . 
A normal pony was inoculated intramuscular 1 y vj.ith the virus 
.isolate. The first febrile response was 18 days post-inocu­
lation and designated EIA positive by ge 1-di.ffusion test.
It may be concluded that some agent can be isolated 
from serum of an acutely-infected horse and ABM culture fluid 
that will experimentally produce an acute case of EJA.
D. Fhy sA ochcmica1 Character ization
Subsequent characterizations of the EIA virus, were 
carried out on pooled Bin preps., at A on:*. Tir? density determined 
by equilibrium density gradient cent, rifugatior at 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  x g
m V  v
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■e 22. Determination of the optical density at 2S0 mu and the density of each
fraction from isolation of virus from equilibrium density gradient centri- 
fugation. The O.B. peak fractions 13 and 14 correspond to the density of -
1.146 g/cm^ reported for the EIA virus.
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in 18t (4 id) CsC] qradinnt r< * ve c led the a b sorbing peak at
2 C O / 2 8 0 mu CO .in fractions 12, 14 to have a den s it y of .1 .1.4 a
3 _
g/cjii . Thin is con s j stem t witli .1.. 1 A 6 cj/cpr rcjjort.ccl by
Naknjims ct. al. (19G9J for EIA virus purified by Echene A
obt ;.:i Jif’d fror infected IILC.
Stth p.iny of bone marrow nono] ay. rs with PAD-methylene 
bine and f ue 1 pen stain revealed DTI.' concent rated u vens in the 
cytoplasm of x n fee ted cells and occasional ly in the n video- 
p.lacm. Cells stained with methylene Id no had bln.' nuclei 
witli occasional blue areas in the' cytoplasm surrounded by 
pi nl; cy topi sc:.,. This procedure is designed to demonstrate 
cellular basophilia v.’hi oh it did in the infected bin culture:; 
from A BM b u t -.’a s not observed i n K B 1 or C ) 13 cells.
1 rr 1 q j c t u u  e iu n BT1 r i. v *_.. 1 1a d j \j. u.. c [ i i  n u c y L. o —
p l a s m  of a;pa o x i m u t e l y  2 0 1 of cells as well as the nucleus  
of these colls. KBM and CEM cells did not contain these pink 
to rod dots in the cytoplasm. This technique was n o t  found 
se n s i t i v e  e n o u g h  an ass a y  for EJA due to the low titer of 
v i r u s  present.
M o d i f i e d  m e t h o d s  of Frefiolder, Svctly, and Marmur  
for DKA e x t r a c t i o n  were compared. The c o m p a r a t i v e  e f f i c i e n c i e s  
of those m e t h o d s  of e x t r a c t i o n  are l e p r o s e n t o d  in Table 4.
DI a  cannot be d e t e c t e d  by DP A  if the sample is treated w i t h  
DNAase. The m e t h o d  of choice was M a r m u r ’s because the yield 
of DN/v w e s  greatest. M u r m u r ' s  m e t h o d  was u t i l i z e d  s u b s e q u e n t l y  
for extract b n of DN/v for EM p r e p a r a t i o n  by Klcinschm.idt p r o ­
cedure. The DNA thus o b t a i n e d  is illus t r a t e d  in Fig u r e  23.
Table 4. Comnari son of 1 1MA extraction metl.ods from virus 
isolated £rom horse sornr.i.
Method of OD ug/nd If.'A from
Extraction ^60 DPA Curve
Fre f i e 1 de r . 24 2 C
.54 110
.22 15
Fv.ctly .48 CO
. 64 75
.60 40
. 6 6  46
. 64 75
.70 82
Control .13 10
Marmur .34 64
. 36 6 8
2.0 2 001
2.0 200
Control .10 10
1
Used for EM preparation
Figure 23. Molecules of DNA extracted from purified EIA 
virus and prepared by Kininschmidt technique. 
Mag. 30,000 x.
It v.ar nbr'.-ved chat nlii:: DMA v.’.is .linear. In the; light of
replication !;f;ouonce similar to 1ISV-II, the DNh was expectc.d
to be linear which i s consistent v.d th DMA found in other
ho r pc s *-1 i ): e v i r  u sc s .
buoyant density of isolated DMA from the purified
EIA virions revealed the molecule to have a density of 1.714 
3
g/cm div 11 rmi ned as fo 11 o a : (Mando 1 and Harnm r , 1 S68)
P 2r,° = 10.9001 25 - 13. 4974
P == 10. 8 6  01 (1.400) ~ 13.4974
P 02r’ = 1.707
P - Ff) + 4.2 v. '2  (r2 -r02 ) x 10 " 7 0  g/cm 3
P - + 0.0 09 2 (r2 -r^2 ) g/cm 3
P = density of ElA DMA
P q = density of standard E. coli DMA
w - speed of rotation .in radian s/sec
r = distance ex center of rotation (cm) tor EIA DMA
j- - distance from center of rotation for E. col.i. DMA 
0   ----
P - 1. 707 + 0. 0092 (1.52-! .22)
P = 1,714 g/cm 3
The GC content was determined by the method of Sch.ildkraut 
et al. (1962) as follows:
GC - PQ - 1.660
0 . 09 8
GC = 1.714 q/tr 3  _ „  u
" P TTCT "
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Figure- 2 At . Don.si tore ter t.::acir.gr: of ultraviolet photographs 
of Cs(’l buoy,int. density gradients of K. coli DNA 
and ELA vi nis extracted DNA. “
9 0
Re ;'.u 1 t. s r,f the 3 o y ce Label 3 ■.' n s i t or..a ter tree in g a at t h e U V 
photoqr..ph?, of C sC 1  buoyant, done i by gradients using a K . 
co 1 i PR A s L jn da r d are i 11 u s t ra ted in F iglire 2 A .
Isolation of D N A  from FIA virus was not con si stent 
with tin.' vorh cf N.i k a j i m ; i et a 1. (1 970). IIowev< . r , Moore
ot a l . (personal communication) reported that. KTA in a RNA 
virus. Rome data recently presented were interpreted a." 
indicative of the presence of R N A  (liono, Yoeh.ino, and 
Futonago, 1970b). Die sc: or per iment s v; i. th IUDR, huv.-ever, 
could be viewed in a different light. Thar. IUDR stop- virus 
is reestablished by addition of thymine is not necessarily 
a re r.tr i. e ted need of RNA virus rep 1 i c a t i ve cycle. A DRA 
virus woulo also rceuirc DMA synthos.i n for rer 1 icat.ion of 
its c v.: genr r. .. 1 c to ra further :: y r. t ’. ^ r i r. c f v i r u s p ''c duc t i on 
could contynue in the viral replicative cycle:. Thus it is 
folt that these data may bo just as easily interpreted as an 
.indication of a D N A  virus as a R N A  one.
Mart i n ’s method (191 9) was us e d to extract RNA 
specifically from the E1A virus preod rat ion s . The ext. ract, 
when tested by the orcinol test, did not reveal RNA to be 
pre sent.
E . Immun c ’ o g i c a 1 C I- a r ac t. a r ! sties
1. Immunodiffusion Studies
Immunedi f fus.ion data for ETA virus and various anti- 
scrum or antibody preparations are represented in Table 5. 
Purified nnoled ETA virus eel.Leeted from fractions with
Table 5. Immunodiffusion test results between EIA purified virus as antigen and 
various antisera.
Source of Imtfbcdv
Anti EIA 
Rabbit
Anti EIA
Rabbit 
Antigen Sorun
Normal
Rabbit
Serum
Serum 
I d sorbed 
with EIA 
Virus
Calf
Scrum
H-21
A.cute EIA 
Rcr sc 
Scrum
H-ll
Acute EIA
Horse
Scrum
If-71 
Normal 
Horse Serum
Purified EIA + 1  
vi rus
- - - - + -
Ether Treated + 
purified 
EIA virus
” • “ ** +
H-l'l hbcle + 
Serum (Acute)
- - - - + -
Normal Equine 
Serum pellet
- - - - + -
Virus isolated + _ _
from acute 
bone marrow 
culture 
fluid
VO
Anti EIA 
Rabbit 
Antigen Scrum
Normal
Rabbit
Scrum
Anti EIA 
Pabbit 
Serum 
Adsorbed 
with EIA 
Virus
Calf
Scrum
H - 2 1
Acute EIA
Worse
Serum
II-11
Acute EIA
morse
Scrum
11-71 
Normal 
Horse Scrum.
Pellet from 
normal bene 
narrow cul­
ture fluid
— — — — —
Pellet from 
calf serum:
- - - - -
Pellet from - 
calf bone 
'marrow cul­
ture fluid
Pellet (100,000 + 
x g) from 
K - 2 1 serum
— — — — +
Pellet from K-71 - 
normal serum
— — - - -
These results represent 10 experiments - S-/10 to 10/10 - +
2/2 0 to 3/10 = +/-
0 / 1 0  to 2 / 1 0  = - ur
9:-!
vn t.h c'ivns.iv.y of 1,13-1.3 6 g/cm"' :> sola tod Iron IDA infective 
serum v.as used ar antigen. The no virnl particles were 
exami nod in the electron microscope by negat j ve-sta.ini.ng 
and vero found to be 4 5 and 80-100 nm in diameter and roughly 
spher \ cal .
Precipitin limes were strongest and easiest road when 
undiluted horse serum and virus were used. When the virus 
preparation v.v.s diluted 2 ,4, 6 ,8 , and 1 0  fold no pret. ip j. tin 
arcs could be detected alter a 2 fold dilution. Likewise, 
dilution of the horse serum containing MIA antibod.ii.-r more 
than 2  fold resulted :i n lo.es of delectable precipitate arcs.
Naknjina et al. (197.1) reported success with, iiiirr;vino —
diffusion urj ng virus purified from HLC infected wifh EIA.
The virus pr c pa rr t  ? o r. bad a Hpn- i * v j - - . . i  q g/cm"
and m  OD between 3.5 and 2.0. The sedimentation coeffi- 
2  o tl
cienfs measured by analytical ill tmcentr j fugation were between 
13 0 and 12C b (Nal-.ajima et al., 19 71).
Using several strains of EIA virus in addition to the 
Wyoming strain, T’akajima et al . (1971) found a l .1 formed pre­
cipitin linen that connected vith one another. This suggest 
that antifcod.i. c d in the scrum reacting with the antigen wore 
all inmunologically related. Serological reactivity was lost 
when positive horse serum was added to the antigen (viral 
preparation) (Nnkaj.i.mn ct al., 1971). Results with .immuno­
diffusion using purified virus arc consistent with these 
findings (Table 0). Antigenic reactivity was lost v/hon mixed
9 4
with !u j . • s-:('m u  con faininq LIA a: itifady {1I-.1 J rerun) -’ricr
to use .in 1 mm\uvnd 11 fusion experiments.
Compl omen t-.f i :■: i ng and noulira 1 j. i ng ant i bodies !o v g  
been demonrtrnted in UI7\. (II a ha j i m:i et n l . , .1971; Kobayushi 
ct a.1. , 1 9 6 9 ; Kono .and Kobay a s h i , 1 9 b C ) . Howeve r , the CF
antibody is pre.^rnt for only a short period of r.ino aft; r 
the fi rr>t febrile attack of the disease (Kono and Kcbnyashi , 
1966). The noutrn 1 i i  ng antibody on the other hand ban been 
identified to persist for a longer period (Kono, 1969). The 
reaction is type specific. llakajimn et al. (197.1) investi­
gated sera froa 9 lorcoc c:;yo r in ion f al 1 y infected with LI A 
at various stages of the disease to determine the time of 
precipitating antibody and its longevity. The antibody 
appeared 3 "2 weeks after the f.irsr iVnrile arrack and per­
sisted at 1.ca s t 9 in-ron tbs a f t o r onset, o C disc a so . lie ccn sider s 
th is precipitating antibody specific for LIA l)ut not against 
intact 1:1.A virions. An infernal component of the virion when 
released by uncoating would account for the antigenic proper­
ties described by Nnknjimn.
Coggins and Uorcross (19 70) recently reported an 
immunodiffusion diagnostic test for LTA using tin infected 
horse spleen preparation as antigen. This test won very 
successful in demonstrating the presence of precipitating 
antibody. The relationship between the antibody active 
against the splenic extract d antigen and the purified virus 
antigen used by Nnkajima et al. (1971) is not known.
'J 3
Eoiiio in fomrs ti on is available to erplfr'n the; dif-
f en'iicc in antio-n found in the splfn [c propajiitionfj in con­
trast to purr f':iod viral prc para r ion a.. Norcross (personal 
ccj iiiriH uri i ca t ion), Coggins (pori'onal coinnun ics tion ) , and Fenson 
(per soiii; 1 co im r. w n i e a h Lon) r o p o r t o <I t V- i f  rcact iny antigen to 
be a protein with a molocu .1 t,1 X* W vJ J. ghi: of 2 7,3 00 dal tons, an 
S value of 2 . 1  and a density of 1 , 1  ti and l.iy a/cm^.
2, Fl ucrescan f. Antibody Studios
The fluorescent an sibody (FA) tccbn.iqnr: has been 
widely used in studies v;ith oncogenic viruses, and its appli- 
cat ion :i n de: toc ti r ■j i.ra 1 antigon in di.fiere a 1  pr epcira t i ons 
has boms wol l-docur-on tod (brown et al.. , 1906; Mulmyron ct al., 
1900; pel 1 c. r s and Mun roe , 190 0 ; l’ayne at al . , 1 906). Kott uri di s 
and buy i nimbi (1967) used the Fa Lochnieuc to examine ceil 
cultures and bone marrow smears for detection of the March's
disease (!*D) agent. The1 pathology of MD is suggestive of a
leukemia process although a herpes virus has been shov/n to 
be involved (Ilenle, personal communication). It has been 
suggested that the replication of EIA virus is similar to 
that observed for leukemia viruses. A process similar to 
that described for MD may be operative. FA techniques were 
employed as a means of detecting the El'A agent in the bone 
na r ro w c u 1 1  u ro s .
Immunofluorescence was not observed in CDM or WDM 
cells, thus eliminating possible non-specific fluorescence.
When CBM cells were prendsorbed by inoculating with isolated 
EIA virus 1 to 3 days prior to FA studies, 10 to 20f. of the
<)(■
col ] s 1 ia d cytoplasm .1 c fI uoro r I ' r o a d s o r h i u g  o f h RM 
col 1 a re', o a 1.cl ?0 to 3 OP of the cells cr.nttiined ETA an t ipen .
Al 1 fluorc:'ec'p.co was removed by adding I: f A anti scrum to the 
viru :■> i no 1 r. t a p j‘ i o r t o i n o c u 1 a f Lon o f tlio p.M cultures.
T 1 -o :.mmuno f .1 in.- iviroi cc . o f ARM cr■ 1 1  s wu s c: y to]-> 1 a l-ni c 
.in 30 to 301 of the coll s through Lhe seventh pasriige. When 
in. >1 a tccl EIA vi rus \:n:> pr adrrrb. id on to ARM co 1.1 n , 3 0 to 4 01 
of the cell s had cytoplasmic: riuorescenen. Most' of the ARP 
colls had cytoplasmic and nuclear fluorescence .in Alt * calls 
fixed 3 days after inoculation of I! 17\ virus i sol a to. .Several 
cells voul d ha obncm'cd in close association and f luoi c-sce 
as one di s i 1 nouishnblo moss.
Anti.sera was prepared in one rabbit against purified 
Ely. viru.',, ahx; an t i no r mri wuu niiowii to no _l f-lc l u i Lhe
virus by gel diffusion tost (Talkie 6 ). Ai precipitin arc was 
not formed with control serum from a rabbit inoculated with 
normal 1 1 0 r s o s o r uin.
EIA virus adsorbed with antisorum blocked fluorescence 
and no fluorescenco v,*as seen in cultures with normal horse 
antisorum or in NBM or CRM uninfected cells. The specificity 
with which this fluorescence was observed in infected BMC 
indicated that the anti serum was produced ayainst the agent 
responsible for EIA. It is further supported by the fact 
that when this viral preparation was inoculated into a normal 
horse the animal subsecnonfly died of EIA.
It has recently been reported (Ushimi et al.,
1971) that EIA may bo also detected by use of indirect
Table 6. Indirect fluorescent antibody detection cf EIA viral antigen in cell
culture.
Cell
Culture
Number of 
specimens
Special Treatment
re r■ r*/^ 1 " 1 -}- ^
Decree of 
Fluorescence
Calf Bone Marrow 14
Calf Bone Marrow 12
Calf Bone Marrow 8
Normal (Horse) Bone Marrow 25
Normal (Horse) Bone Marrow 2 3
Normal (Horse) Bone Marrow 8
Normal (Horse) Bene Marrow 19
Acute (Horse) Bone Marrow 11
Acute (Horse) Bone Marrow 
Acute (Horse) Bone Marrow 
Acute (Horse) Bene Marrow
24
2
8
Adsorbed with EIA virus prior 
to fixation
Unadsorbed
Controls
Adsorbed with EIA virus prior
to fixerion
Unadsorbed
Controls
Fed with K-21 (EIA) serum prior 
to fixation
Adsorbed with EIA virus prior 
to fixation
Una5sorhea
Unadsorbed
Controls
+ to ++
0
0
++ to +++
0  to +
0
0  to +++
+++ to +-*-++
n+ to +++
0
0
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imr.vnno f 3 uo ro i’/joncc. to cl mi mic. In this worl; Ushimj used HLC 
.infected wit n ETA vinip. EIA v.iiM.1. anti non was do Lee tod in 
the coverslip preparations 2, 3, and 4 days after EIA viral 
inoculation, of the HLC. There was a nroqrossivc: development 
of viral cintigen with the lapse o f time following inoculation. 
The staining was almost entirely confined, to the cytoplasm 
of .infected cells and occasionally the cell surface fluoresced 
brightly. Moreover, Ushiiri (1971) reported that the virus 
nucleic acid was RNA although the techniques used v.ere not 
given. This is in contrast to the DNA extracted from purified 
virus as reported in this present study. It is, thcrcforo, 
suggested that two viruses may be present in HLC. Since the 
viral preparation used by Nukajima was from IlLC-j n f ec ted medium, 
two vi rinses n >v be present. One per si hi '■> isolate is equine 
arteritis vires which .is an RNA virus with a density of 1.20 
g/cm^ and is 6  0 nm in diameter with a nucleoid 35 nm in 
diameter (Naess and Rohn, 1970). If both are present then 
anti serum to the viral preparation would contain antibodies 
to both and bo conjugated and thus show fluorescence in IFA 
tests for both viruses. If the RNA viral concentration is 
greater than the DNA virus population it could produce these 
results. The virus used to produce antiserum for IFA by 
U chi mi was not reported to cause EIA by subinoculntl.cn 
(Ushim.i, 1971) .
Attempts to use direct fluorescent antibody techniques
for detection of EIA antigen in HJ..C were unsuccessful (Ushimi,
1971). Fluorescence was very weak and no difference was 
detected between EIA cultures and the controls.
Table 7. Direct fluorescent antibody detection of equine herpes virus in cell
cultures
Cell
Culture
Number of 
Specimens
Special Treatment 
of Cell Cultures
Degree of 
Fluorescence
Calf Bone Marrow
Calf Bone Marrow
Normal (Horse) Eone Marrow
Normal (Horse) Bone Marrow 
Acute (Horse) Eone Marrow
Acute (Horse) Bone Marrow 
Acute (Horse) Bone Marrow
10
4
10
4
7
2
Adsorbed with EIA virus prior 
to fixation
Unadsorbed
Adsorbed with EIA. virus prior 
to fixation
Unadsorbed
Adsorbed with EIA virus prior 
to fixation
Unadscrbed
Controls
0  to +
+
+ to +++
0
100
Direcl TA tudi c s were conduct ed to arcortair; if EIA 
and El IV End common antigenicity or if 13K cells harbored EHV. 
Conjugated FITC anfi--F,HV scrum was obtained from Dr. Kc.m&ny 
at NADL and coed in DFA tent:-' with identical coi 1. cultures 
uncd in TEA v;cr);. No fluorescence vw;s obtained as shov/n in 
Table* C u’d e r s  the cells '.are proinoeulutod with EIA puri ficd 
preparation. It was In tor learned that this particular c o n ­
jugate v.vn pro pared in a cl ironic EIA horse. Therefore, it 
is felt that the fluorescence thus obtained after infection 
vritli ETA. is due to anti-E 1A. anti.bobics present in the F 1TC 
anti - he r r e s \’ i r o s {EIA ho r: - e s e r u m ) . T he f 1 no r e s ce n ce o 1. - 
tair.ed Is detection of EIA. and not EilV. If there were .some;
Ei IV present f 1 no re s cenc e nho u I d h a\' o be on ob t a .i. n o d p r lor to 
a.Cr e ry t i cn v:i t h El.t ; -r ep., ± ■; ti on,
The IEA tost was a successful v?ay to dcmionstrate the 
presence of EIA antigen in infected EMC. This procedure was 
more desirable than EM studies because' of tho low percentage 
of infected cells. Further, the data suggest that the EIA 
virus maintains a latent type of infection. This point is 
further substantiated by the pro d u d  ion. of EIA with virus 
isolated from the media from infected BMC. Therefore, theso 
data suggest that the EIA virus resembles the eqLiine CMV group 
of herpes viruses.
S U G A R Y  AMD CONCLUSIONS
In V'j r. t i an t j nns worn comluctod ho iso In tin, purify, 
and chur.'idti n.o the EIA vn. .ruy. Virus was i sol a tod by su­
crose* and C' ::Cl cqui libri-ur, dun si ty-grndicnt centrifugation 
from infected scrum and tissue culture: fluid from EMC.
Electron microscopic examination of the purified 
preparations revealed 4f-50 nit and 70-.1.20 run diameter parti­
cles. The virions were spherical to pleomorphic. One band 
from ultraeonbrifuyation in CsC.l density gradient had a 
donsrtv of 1.14 6  g/cm'. Inoculation of thus fraction into 
a normal horse produced an acute infection of EIA.
L i ke wi ce , the n a me - s 1 7 c  d v i r 3 o n s we ro i co 1  a t e* d f ro m 
the pooled rr.cd.ium from infected BMC. Inoculation of thin 
viral preparation into a normal pony also produced EIA and 
was p o s i t i v e  by the immunodiffusion test.
Nucleic acid from the purified virions was found ho 
be DNA. EM observation by the Kleinschn.idt technique allowed 
the DNA to be a linear double-stranded molecule. Buoyant 
density studies revealed the DNA to have an approximate 
density of 1.714 g/cm-1*.
EMC allowed viral propagation as well as the HLC used 
previously. Thin-sections of infected BMC demonstrated two 
morphologically distinguishable viruses present. Viral-like
101
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parti r] r> we.rc n ^  t seen in .si jni 1 ar pi:eparat..i ons of 11PM cel Is.
An .increase in the number of viral par tic Jos detect oil was
observed v.iic’ii KMC was adsorbed with purified virus. No CPE 
v;as domonrtinb 1 c in vit.ro , hoveve r .
One of t tie two virus typos re scmble s I!h V . Tyne I
has a diameter of 80-120 nm, and electron dense nucleoid arid
outer numbrane. The nucleoids of this virus pvuisure 4 5-5 0 urn 
in diameter.
Type II virus was 7 0 nm in diameter with an electron 
translucent core and electron dense outer coat. Both type 
parti cl es arc assumed to be present in the purified virus 
preparation and of appro: ■’ m;i tc .1 y J te raiir.o in:: 1 ocul ar wc i ghts 
since only one bond is formed in an equilibrium density 
gradient. Bur to the leu percentage of infected cell.:, the 
Eli thin-section technique was not a good method for detection 
of EIA in the cultures.
Immunological techniques were more satsi factory in 
detection of the virus in BMC. The IFA method was a .success­
ful way to demonstrate the EIA viral antigen present in BMC. 
Lack of nonspecific fluorescence and production of specific 
EIA anti serum lend confidence to these data. Fluorescence 
was obsoi’ved in the cytoplasm. Occasionally the nuclear mem­
brane was briylit in early infected cells and the coll periphery 
fluoresced in late infection. The percent of cells which were 
harboring viruses was low as indicated by EM studies.
Antibodies to the EIA virus could be demonstrated in 
horse serum by immunodiffusion. The intact EIA virus as well
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a? i ii , c i v a led ether-1 i < a 1 o d v i r i o r. s we r e re a ctivo .antigens 
.i.n the immunodiffusion tests.
Cha r a c t er .i. s ties oh so rvrd i n I’M thin-cc eti on .a for 
those viral particles resemble the C'iV group of her;:os 
v i r u s o . Thc sc charac tori r- Li ea wera; irargi.na t ion of etiroma - 
tin, cytoplarr.: Lc vesicl es containing virus, budding from cy- 
top 1 a a:■:.i c vo s i e 1 o s an d co .U su r f a ea , pre st n cc of on vo 1 ope o , 
DNA content and low percent of infected c,vl.l s. To conclude? 
that 111 A virus is associated with or belongs to the CI'V group 
requires further research at the molecular level.
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